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Abstract

Based on an available list of the top 100,000 most popular domains on

the web, we define a novel vision-based page rank estimation task: A

model is asked to predict the rank of a given web domain purely based on

screenshots of its web pages and information about the web link graph that

interconnects them. This work is a feasibility study seeking to determine

to what extent a website’s ranking can be inferred from its look.

To obtain training data, we create a page rank dataset containing screen-

shots and link graph structure, with a data crawler specially developed for

this purpose. With this work we release the dataset for future research.

We combine a graph network with a convolutional neural network for im-

age feature extraction. It is trained with stochastic gradient descent on

a pairwise ranking loss. We describe our model architecture, analyze its

performance and compare it to human performance on the task, and inves-

tigate how the model can be utilized to better understand the correlation

between web page rank and look.

The best performing model has an accuracy of 63% at choosing the higher

ranked page given a tuple of two unseen web pages, thereby exceeding the

human baseline by almost 5%. The clear deviation from random guessing

(50%) indicates a correlation between rank and visual appearance of the

top 100,000 most popular domains.

Keywords: Graph networks, learning to rank, visual web page ranking
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1 Introduction

The world wide web has evolved to become a common source of information and

entertainment for people from all around the globe. The number of available

websites exceeds 100 million by far. People commonly access these sites through

the internet using a webbrowser on their computer or hand-held device and

consume the content in graphical or auditory format.

Some website attract more visitors than others. As of May 2019, the Alexa

page ranking1 lists google.com, youtube.com, facebook.com, baidu.

com, and wikipedia.org as the top five global domains. Ordering websites by

their popularity can be done in different ways: One might think of criteria such

as the total number of links pointing to a website, the visitor count, or visitor

count combined with the average time people spend on a site. Newly published

websites will initially be assigned a low rank, until their popularity grows and

statistics start reflecting that. An experienced user, however, might be able to

have a rough feeling for whether a website they see has potential to become

popular or not, solely based on its content and look. There is a shortcoming in

tools, which estimate the expected popularity of a website, thereby replicating

the behavior of a human visitor.

In this work we model a page rank estimator using methods of computer vision.

More specifically, we train a graph network (GN) with convolutional building

blocks to look at screenshots taken from web pages of a domain and try to predict

the expected page rank. We thereby investigate to what extent a domain rank

can be inferred from screenshots of web pages. To the best of our knowledge,

this work is the first feasibility study analyzing the correlation between page

rank and look.

The world wide web has been designed with hyperlinks. They allow users to

navigate between web pages. A website typically consists of several web pages,

which (often, but not necessarily) point to each other with hyperlinks. Such a

website can be interpreted as a graph, where nodes correspond to web pages

and directed edges to hyperlinks connecting two of them. We try to exploit the

information contained in the graph structure by applying GNs to the ranking

problem.

The advantages over statistical approaches (link counting, visitor counters with

toolbars, etc.) are the following: Once trained, our model can generalize to

1The top 500 sites on the web: https://www.alexa.com/topsites

1

google.com
youtube.com
facebook.com
baidu.com
baidu.com
wikipedia.org
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new, unseen websites, without need to spend time crawling the web. It is

purely vision-based and has therefore access to (most of) the information that

website visitors consume. On the other hand, the ground truth used to train

our model is the result of the aforementioned statistical analyzes. Consequently,

its predictions cannot be better on known websites.

Traversing the web page graph of the internet or a single website is referred to

as crawling. To create a screenshot dataset that contains the meta information

we want, we develop a web crawler. It visits the top 100,000 most popular

domains and takes screenshots of their web pages. The crawler is described in

this document as well.

Our main contributions are:

• Creation and release of a page rank dataset with two versions: (version 1)

A single screenshot for each of the top 100k websites and (version 2) 100k

graphs, where each graph represents one of the websites with screenshots

and meta data.

• Design of a model consisting of convolutional neural network (CNN) and

GN and its application to the problem of page rank estimation.

• Positive answering of the question whether purely vision-based informa-

tion alone can be used to estimate a domain rank better than random

guessing. Identification of a correlation between domain rank and web

page look.

We release source code, model weights, and the dataset publicly.2

The remainder of this document is structured as follows: In Section 2 we explain

the background required to understand our approach. In particular the notation

for GNs introduced in Section 2.2 is used throughout the document. We then

present our method in Section 3. The dataset we create is described in Section 4.

The specifics of the software we wrote are outlined in Section 5. Section 6 lists

the results our model achieves and introduces the human baseline we compare

to. The results are then discussed in Section 7 where we also analyze the model

behavior in greater detail. We close with a conclusion as well as future work in

Section 8. The mathematical notation used in this work follows the one defined

in the chapter Notation of the Deep Learning book [GBC16]. It can be found

in our appendix in Section A.

2https://github.com/Simsso/Vision-Based-Page-Rank-Estimation
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2 Background

2.1 Learning to Rank

Learning to rank is the application of machine learning (ML) to the creation

of models that can rank. Ranking, in its most general form, is the ordering of

a collection of documents (also referred to as samples). The book Learning to

Rank for Information Retrieval by Liu [Liu+09] enumerates three distinguish-

able approaches to phrasing and solving ranking problems. They are referred to

as pointwise, pairwise, and listwise, and shall be explained briefly in the follow-

ing. The second part of this section deals with ranking metrics which are used

to evaluate the performance of ranking model, i.e. the quality of its ranking

outputs.

The pointwise approach deals with models that determine the rank of a single

sample. It can be subdivided into the three subcategories (1) regression based,

(2) classification based, and (3) ordinal regression based. For (1) the problem is

considered a regression problem, where the rank of a sample is interpreted as a

point on the real number line which the model seeks to predict correctly. With

(2) the ranks are discrete and considered classes, for a given input, the model

predicts a class which can be mapped to a rank. Ranks can also be grouped into

bins, such that an entire range of adjacent ranks corresponds to a single class.

While the classes in (2) do not have an ordering that is necessarily apparent

to the model, the third subcategory (3) takes the ordinal relationship of ranks

into account. The goal is to find a scoring functions such that thresholds can

be found to distinguish the outputs into the different, ordered categories.

A possible loss function for pointwise training is to interpret the scaled and

rounded model output y ∈ R as the predicted rank of an input. A loss func-

tion could simply penalize divergence from the target output ŷ ∈ R, e.g. in a

quadratic fashion, (y − ŷ)2.

Opposed to the pointwise approach, the pairwise approach does not seek

to predict the rank of a single sample. Instead the focus is on predicting the

relative order between two given samples, i.e. whether the first sample x(i)

has a greater or a lower rank than the second one x(j). This problem can be

considered a binary classification task on a tuple input (x(i),x(j)), where the

first class means x(i) . x(j) (x(i) has a higher rank than x(j)) and the second

class means x(i) / x(j).

3



Burges et al. propose a probabilistic cost function for pairwise training [Bur+05].

They represent the ground truth as a matrix P ∈ [0, 1]m×m, where P i,j is the

probability of sample x(i) to have a higher rank than x(j), i.e. P (x(i) . x(j)).

The model itself is a function f : Rd → R mapping a sample x(i) to a scalar.

The loss for two given samples x(i) and x(j) is defined as

−P i,j ×
(
f
(
x(i)

)
− f

(
x(j)

))
+ log

(
1 + ef(x(i))−f(x(j))

)
(1)

This formulation has some favorable properties: It allows for uncertainty in

the relative ordering of items in that the P is a probability and could be e.g.

P i,j = 1
2 , if the relative ranking of two items was unknown. Furthermore, the

loss asymptotes to a linear function. According to the authors, this is likely to

be more robust with noisy labels than a quadratic cost.

The listwise approach deals with models taking an entire list of samples as

their input, with the goal of ordering them. This can be either done by mapping

them to real values and penalizing wrong ordering, or mapping the samples

discretely to a permutation.

Once a model has produced a ranking, it must be evaluated. Since the magni-

tude of a loss function is often rather less meaningful, other measures, so called

ranking metrics, have been defined. Pasumarthi et al. name four, namely

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), average of positions of examples weighted by

their relevance values (ARP), Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG), and Nor-

malized DCG (NDCG) in [Pas+18]. They also make the important point that

“in ranking, it is preferable to have fewer errors at higher ranked positions than

at the lower ranked positions, which is reflected in many metrics”.

In real world applications, the training of ranking models can be much more

complicated. For example, updating a ranking model based on what users click

leads to wrong updates because the feedback from users is biased. Joachims,

Swaminathan, and Schnabel deal with that problem and propose unbiased learn-

ing to rank in [JSS]. This is, however, outside the scope of this work, because

we do not deal with direct user feedback.

2.2 Graph Networks

The most basic type of neural network (NN), consisting solely of fully connected

layers, converts a vector of fixed size into another vector of fixed size. In contrast,

CNNs can convert variably-sized inputs into variably-sized outputs. In image

4



classification or segmentation tasks, the inputs are often scaled to a fixed size

and the convolutional layers serve as feature extractors for a fully-connected

classification head. Recurrent neural networks can convert a sequence of vectors

into another sequence.

While some of those NN types can handle variably-sized inputs, they do not

deal with sets very well: Consider for instance an (unordered) set of images and

the task to assign a single label to the entire set. All architectures from above

could be applied to that task by simply concatenating all the images into one

large vector. However, they would implicitly try to assign a semantic meaning

to the ordering in which the samples are being presented to them, so called

relational inductive bias. One could augment the dataset by shuffling the sam-

ples of a set before concatenating them but that does not solve the underlying

problem of the architecture. Alternatively, one might process the images in the

set individually and combine the outputs. This setup has the drawback that in-

formation exchange between internal, intermediate representations of the model

cannot take place. The feature representation of one image cannot influence the

processing of other images, which could, however, be a requirement or at least

helpful when dealing with a set of images.

Graph networks (GNs) are designed to handle graphs and sets naturally. They

can deal with any size of graph and do not regard the ordering of nodes. While

processing the nodes, information can freely flow between them. Battaglia et al.

have brought several different types of graph networks under a common hood

[Bat+18]. We follow their notation and will recapitulate the relevant parts of the

paper in the following paragraphs. That is the formal definition of a directed,

attributed multi-graph with a global attribute, as well as the definition of GNs.

Let a graphG be a 3-tupleG = (u,V,E), where u is a vector of global attributes.

V = {vi}N
(v)

i=1 is a set of N (v) nodes (also referred to as vertices), each consisting

solely of an attribute vector. E = {(ek, rk, sk)}N
(e)

k=1 is a set of N (e) edges, each

of which connects a sender node vsk to a receiver node vrk , and contains an

attribute vector ek.

The attribute vectors u, vi, and ek can contain any kind of information. In fact

they could even be graphs themselves.

GNs are NNs containing at least one GN block. Battaglia et al. describe it as

follows: A GN block contains three update functions, φ, and three aggregation

5



functions, ρ,

e′k =φe(ek,vrk ,vsk ,u) (2)

e′i =ρe→v(E′i) (3)

v′i =φv(e′i,vi,u) (4)

e′ =ρe→u(E′) (5)

v′ =ρv→u(V′) (6)

u′ =φu(e′,v,u) , (7)

where E′i = {(e′k, rk, sk) : rk = i}N
(e)

k=1 is the set of all edges pointing to the ith

node; V′ = {v′i}N
(v)

i=1 ; E′ =
⋃

i E′i.

1. φe is the edge update function and applied to every edge in the graph.

For the kth edge it computes a new attribute vector e′k based on the

previous state ek, the attributes of the two nodes that this edge connects,

namely vrk and vsk , and the global state u.

2. ρe→v is the edge aggregation function and applied once per node in

the graph. It computes an aggregation of all edges pointing to the ith

node.

3. φv is the node update function. It is applied to every node in the graph

and computes the new attribute vector v′i based on the aggregation of all

edges pointing to the node, the previous state of the node, and the global

state.

4. ρe→u is the global edge aggregation function which computes an ag-

gregation e′ of all edges in the graph.

5. ρv→u is the node aggregation function which compuates an aggrega-

tion v′ of all nodes in the graph.

6. φu is the global attribute update function. It takes both node and

edge aggregation, as well as the previous global attribute u, and computes

a new global attribute u′.

The functions are being evaluated in a specific sequence, visualized in Figure 1.

GN blocks do not alter the structure of the graph, i.e. they convert a graph

into another graph isomorphic to the input. In order to extract a fixed size

representation from a GN block, the global attribute can be used.

6



u u′

V V′

E E′

φu

φv

φe

ρe→v ρe→u

ρv→u

Figure 1: Visualization of the evaluation order in a full GN block. Arrows
indicate inputs as well as temporal dependency. The three inputs to a GN
block are on the left, the three outputs (transformations of the inputs) are on
the right-hand side. Several variation of the depicted version exist. The full GN
block is the most generic GN block. The variations independent recurrent block,
message-passing neural network, non-local neural network, relation network, and
deep set exist [Bat+18].

GNs in related forms have been applied to a variety of different problems from

different domains:

• Social sciences: [HYL17] apply GNs to post data from the social network

Reddit. [KW16] use convolutional GNs. They run experiments on citation

networks and on a knowledge graph dataset.

• Physics: [San+18] and [Bat+16] train GNs that focus on the modelling

of physical relationships between objects.

• Medicine: [Fou+17] consider the prediction of interfaces between pro-

teins, a challenging problem with important applications in drug discovery

and design.

• Algorithms: See e.g. [Sel+18] and [Dai+17].

GNs can be trained with stochastic gradient descent (SGD), since they are fully

differentiable, if aggregation and attribute update functions are differentiable.

[Sel+18] train a GN on a boolean satisfiability task (SAT-solver) with a single bit

of supervision, namely whether or not the statement is satisfiable. The authors

7



thereby show that GNs can be successfully trained on NP-complete tasks with

very little supervision, namely just a single bit. The method presented in the

paper extracts a fixed-size information (true or false) from the GN by computing

the mean of all nodes. This fits into [Bat+18] Deep Mind’s GN framework,

since the output bit can be interpreted as a global state. Depending on the

application, a model’s output might be a graph itself, in such cases, the last

layer can be a GN block.

2.3 Screenshot Processing

CNNs were originally inspired by the visual cortex of humans, see [LeC+98], and

had their most notable breakthrough with the success of AlexNet [KSH12] in

the domain of image classification. The convolutional layers are sliding multiple,

learnable kernels over two dimensions of the input while looking at all channels

simultaneously. This concept allows for two-dimensional translation invariant

feature extraction and has proven to be both effective and efficient.

Most commonly, CNNs are applied to natural images, for instance pictures

of animals taken in nature or car traffic scenes from a driver’s point of view.

Screenshots, i.e. images showing the content of a monitor, differ from natural

images: Often they do not contain smooth transitions, do not feature a large

color variety, and contain many equally colored areas such as white background.

CNNs have been shown to have a relational inductive bias towards natural

images, which is being utilized in denoising, super-resolution, and inpainting

problems [UVL17]. The question arises whether CNNs are also applicable to

screenshots, which have different characteristics. There is little work that uses

CNNs for screenshot processing, which can either be attributed to them handling

screenshots just as fine as natural images or few applications.

The closest to us is the work of Beltramelli, who feeds screenshots into a CNN

in order to extract structual information from them [Bel17]. He tries to convert

screenshots of a user interface into code that describes that exact layout. In his

setup, a CNN is combined with a long short-term memory (LSTM) [HS97]: The

former is responsible for the feature extraction, whereas the latter converts the

extracted features into a sequence of layout descriptions.

More specifically, Beltramelli does not perform any pre-processing and feeds

images of size 256×256 into the model. The model consists of three convolutional

blocks, each of which contains two convolutional layers with kernels of size

8



Rank Website
#1 fonts.googleapis.com
#2 facebook.com
#3 youtube.com
#4 twitter.com
#5 google.com
#6 plus.google.com
#7 instagram.com
#8 linkedin.com
#9 en.wikipedia.org

#10 maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com

Table 1: The top ten websites in the world according to Open PageRank.

3× 3 and stride 1, followed by 2× 2 max-pooling and dropout [Sri+14] with a

probability of p = 0.25. The third convolutional block is followed by two fully

connected layers with 1024 units each. Both regularized with p = 0.3 dropout.

The filter count for the convolutions is 32, 64, and 128 for the three blocks,

respectively.

2.4 Open PageRank

Open PageRank [Dom19] is an initiative, which has the goal to enable web-

masters to determine the page rank for their domains and easily compare with

other domains. The initiative was constituted after Google had shut down the

PageRank -toolbar, leaving a void in the industry. The Open PageRank ini-

tiative provides freely available data that was built on top of Common Crawl

[do/19], which provides high quality crawl data of webp ages since 2013.

Open PageRank uses the number of backlinks of a domain found in Common

Crawl to calculate the page rank. The greater the number of links, different

domains use to refer to the given domain, the better the page rank of the given

domain according to Open PageRank.

The list offered by Open PageRank contains about 10 million domains ordered

by their page rank. Each entry in the list consists of the following comma-

separated attributes: rank of the domain, domain name, and calculated score

by Open PageRank.

The list is avilable at https://www.domcop.com/openpagerank/.
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2.5 Puppeeter

Puppeteer3 is a open-source library for the JavaScript runtime Node.js,

which provides a high-level API to control instances of the browsers Chrome

or Chromium. One of the main goals of Puppeteer is to grow adoption in

automated browser testing [Dev19]. For this purpose, it wraps the Chrome De-

vTools Protocol in JavaScript, which allows web developers to instrument,

inspect and debug instances of Chrome. Technically, the protocol is HTTP-

based and exposed as a RESTful API at the port for debugging by Chrome.

The protocol offers various functionalities, which are grouped into domains

[Chr19]. Some of the interesting domains for our use-case are:

Page : API to load and take a screenshot of the given website.

DOM : API to read and manipulate the DOM of the given website.

Network : API to intercept network requests, track downloaded data and

network issues.

Emulation : API to emulate different geolocation, network bandwith and mo-

bile devices.

During start up Puppeteer starts an instance of Chrome, attaches to the

instances using the port for debugging and afterwards custom code of the user

will be executed against the instance. The instance will be started in headless-

mode meaning that no UI will be visible.

2.6 Chromium Embedded Framework

Chromium Embedded Framework4 (short: CEF) was designed ground-up

with performance and ease of use in mind. The framework exposes C++ in-

terfaces to control instances of the browsers Chrome or Chromium with default

implementation for all features requiring little or no integration work. Further-

more, the community added wrappers for the base implementation to support

a wide-range of operating systems and programming languages. CEF has a to-

tal of three versions, whereas CEF 2 was abandoned due to the appearance of

the Chromium Content API which will be discussed later. CEF 1 is a single

3Puppeeter is available at https://github.com/GoogleChrome/puppeteer.
4CEF is available at https://bitbucket.org/chromiumembedded.
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process implementation and based on the old Chromium WebKit API, due to

the deprecation of the Chromium WebKit API it is no longer supported and

developed. CEF 3 is a multi process implementation and based on the current

Chromium Content API.

2.7 Kubernetes

Kubernetes5 (K8s) is an open source container orchestration solution that was

originally designed by Google in 2014. It aims to provide a platform where

containers and containerized applications can be deployed, scaled, and managed

[con18]. K8s orchestrates computing, networking, and storage infrastructure on

behalf of user workloads. This means applications are automatically scaled

depending on incoming workload.

K8s is much of the simplicity of Platform as a Service with the flexibility of

Infrastructure as a Service [Kub18]. K8s offers platform abstraction at container

level. Therefore, developers are responsible for building their own application

containers rather than only the application itself. This is rewarded with more

freedom in application development, but comes at the cost of lower productivity.

Kubernetes Components and Concepts

The most popular container runtime in the industry is Docker. Container run-

times are responsible for serving the communication to the operating system

(OS) and the container environment, where applications can be configured and

ran. K8s consist of three main components kubectl, master node, and the worker

nodes. Kubectl represents the client interface to communicate with the master

node, by sending requests against the API server. The master node represents

the administrative entrypoint and is responsible for managing the whole K8s

cluster [tea18]. It consists of the API server, etcd storage, scheduler, and con-

troller manager :

• API server represents the entry point for all incoming REST commands.

It processes and executes them according to their business logic.

• etcd storage is a simple key-value store, where information about the pods

and the cluster is saved.

5K8s is available at https://kubernetes.io.
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Figure 2: This diagram illustrates the main parts: The master node represent-
ing the central unit for the orchestration of the Kubernetes cluster. The worker
nodes running the user-specified workloads represented as pods on the Kuber-
netes cluster. Arrows indicate control flow. The cluster can be controller and
orchestrated by the user using the kubectl -CLI. [tea18]

• scheduler is responsible for container distribution among the worker nodes

by using information about the worker nodes.

• controller-manager consists of several controllers such as the replication

controller, which is responsible for monitoring pods and recreating crashed

pods.

Beside the master node, a K8s cluster consists of one or more worker nodes,

which are controlled by the controllers of the master node. Each worker node

consists of kubelet, kubeproxy, and pods:

• kubelet communicates with the API server, ensuring the requested con-

tainers are up and running.

• kube-proxy acts as a proxy and load balancer on the worker node. It is

responsible for the communication with the outside world.

• pods are the smallest unit in K8s. They encapsulate one or several con-

tainers in the same shared context, which means that containers within

the same pods share the same IP, storage, and memory.
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3 Method

This section describes our approach to solving the page rank estimation problem.

We present our methodology as we have applied it to the problem at hand, as

opposed to extracting the generic, underlying principles, as these are mostly

covered in the background section of this document.

The page rank estimation problem is, given a web page represented as an at-

tributed graph with screenshots, to estimate the global popularity of that web

page. Our ground-truth for popularity is a list containing 100,000 domains, cre-

ated by Open PageRank. More details can be found in Section 2.4. The given

data has several characteristics which have influenced our way of tackling the

problem:

• With approximately 100,000 samples, the dataset is relatively large. Each

sample, i.e. a domain, is made up of up to 16 images (eight desktop and

eight mobile screenshots).

• The problem is a ranking task. Samples need to be ordered and during

inference the rank of a (possibly) unseen sample must be predicted. Be-

sides the web page ranking list (containing rank and domain) there is no

other information available.

• Images make up the majority of the information contained in the dataset.

NNs, in particular CNNs [LeC+89] are performing well at processing im-

ages and at extracting features from them. With [KSH12] they have be-

come the de-facto standard way of solving image classification problems

wherever large datasets are available.

• The samples are variably-sized and can be easily represented as a graph:

The number of screenshots taken from a domain may vary depending on

the number of subpages. Links between subpages can be represented as

edges in a graph. Naturally, the samples can be seen as graphs and a

model capable of using the entire information from the graph seems best

suited.

• The data is relatively inconsistent, e.g. samples might be mostly black or

ranks might be inaccurate, as the global page ranking list is subject to

change over time.
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Motivated by the stated observations, we use a combination of CNN and GN,

trained with ranking loss functions, to predict page ranks.

Learning features as opposed to hand-engineering them seems reasonable, be-

cause it is unknown to us what the visual elements are that distinguish popular

and unpopular web pages and whether they exist at all. Until this point it is

unknown to us, whether it is feasible to predict a domain’s rank based on the

visual appearance of its web pages. A dataset containing more than 1,000,000

images provides enough training data to work with high-capacity, deep models,

capable of learning complex features.

CNNs are the most common choice for image processing in the deep learning

domain. While many of today’s CNN-papers deal with natural images, e.g.

[Gu+18; Sze+17; Ope+18], there have been applications with computer gener-

ated images as well: [Bel17] converts a screenshot into a fixed size feature vector

to infer the design layout of given user interface from a screenshot. This work as

well as the general attention CNNs get indicate that they are a suitable choice

for web page screenshot processing and feature extraction.

GNs are designed to process graphs, possibly ones where a node’s attribute is

an image. GNs naturally scale to graphs of arbitrary size and type of content

present in the graph. While processing the graph, information can flow between

nodes (message passing). While we focus on visual information (screenshots) of

websites, future extensions could augment nodes with textual or other data as

well.

Ranking problems are a well studied field and losses for different setups have

been defined in previous works. We incorporate in particular the probabilistic

ranking loss by [Bur+05] into our model.

We define an accuracy metric that allows us to evaluate the performance of our

model. It measures how accurately the model ranks any two given web pages

from a subset of the dataset relative to each other. This accuracy metric is also

the primary way of comparing models to each other, e.g. for hyperparameter

tuning.

While our dataset contains web pages from domains which are (or have been)

publicly available on the web, we want it to work with unseen inputs as well. The

goal of our model’s inference mode is to either estimate the absolute popularity

of a web page with respect to the top 100,000 web pages or, secondly, compare

two (or more) given web pages relative to one and another.
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Desktop
image
feature
vector

Mobile
image
feature
vector

(4) Graph network
applied to the entire graph

Desktop
image
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Mobile
image
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(1) A single
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the dataset;
screenshot
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(3) Processed
graph with
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Figure 3: Web page rank estimation model architecture. Input to the model is a
graph representing the web pages of a domain (1). Each node is attributed with
two screenshots and the nodes are interconnected by web links. A screenshot
feature extractor CNN is (2) applied node-wise, thereby converting the screen-
shot graph into a graph with feature vectors (3). The feature vector graph
is the input to a (4) GN which looks at the graph as a whole (as opposed to
node-wise processing). It reduces the graph to a single scalar (5) from which
the relative ranking can be inferred. The internals of module (2) are explained
in Section 3.1; the ones of (4) in Section 3.2.
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The remainder of this section describes the components of our model in greater

detail; Figure 3 gives an overview of the model’s internal processing pipeline.

We also introduce our loss function and the evaluation metric we use to measure

the performance of our model. The dataset is described separately in Section 4.

3.1 Screenshot Feature Extractor

The screenshot feature extractor is an integral component of the model. Its

task is to extract a vector of fixed size from a given website screenshot. The

vector is supposed to contain a condensed version of the information contained

in the original image. Condensed with respect to the specific task the feature

extractor is trained on.

The idea of feature extraction is a reoccurring scheme in the field of deep learn-

ing. Recurrent neural networks such as LSTMs ([HS97]) can extract a fixed

size vector from a variable length sequence, used e.g. to map a sentence into

a representation space [PXS17]. Similarly, CNNs are used to extract features

from images: It is a common architectural choice to classify an image with a

CNN, the feature extraction, followed by fully connected layers, referred to as

classification head, see e.g. [KSH12; Gir15; Sze+17]. We borrow this idea and

extract feature vectors from screenshots. The extracted features serve as input

to the following stage, a GN.

Mathematically, a screenshot feature extractor is a function mapping a screen-

shot into a smaller vector space of dimensionality dfeatvec: f : R480×270×3 →
Rdfeatvec . We are working with two different types of screenshots, namely desk-

top and mobile web page screenshots. The screenshots are similar in that they

contain similar content (a website), however, potentially of different size. Also,

mobile screenshots might have a different look overall, commonly having a menu

drawer in the corner and a single-column layout. We decide to process a tuple

of corresponding mobile and desktop screenshots with a single function to share

some of the function’s parameters. Specifically, the employed feature extractor

is a function

fdm :
(
R480×270×3,R187×333×3

)
→
(
Rdfeatvec ,Rdfeatvec

)
, (8)

where “dm” stands for desktop-mobile. The input tensors are two screenshots

(desktop and mobile respectively), with three color channels. The output is

a tuple consisting of two vectors. They are supposed to be mappings of the
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screenshot into a dfeatvec-dimensional feature space.

We model the function fdm with a CNN. The high-level architecture is described

and visualized in Figure 4. Each Block consists of the following components:

1. 2D convolutional layer with nfilters filters, preserving the spatial size of the

tensor and increasing the number of channels.

2. ReLU activation function, ReLU(x) = max(0, x).

3. Second 2D convolutional layer with nfilters filters, preserving the size of

the tensor along all dimensions.

4. ReLU activation function.

5. 2D max-pooling with a kernel size of (3, 3). This reduces the spatial size

of the tensor by a factor of 3 along both, width and height.

6. 2D dropout [Sri+14] with drop probability pdrop, enabled during training,

disabled during evaluation and inference.

Exceptions to this are the first block which has a max-pooling size of (2, 2) and

the fourth block which is followed by global average pooling. These deviations

from [Bel17] are made to account our specific screenshot dimensionality which

varies from desktop to mobile.

The Dense blocks each contain a fully connected layer followed by ReLU acti-

vation and dropout. The last layer outputs the raw result of the matrix multi-

plication, without activation or dropout.

The parameters of the feature extraction model can be trained with backprop-

agation. The following modes of training are conceivable:

• End-to-end training [e2e]: The feature extractor is trained alongside

with the other components of the model, gradients are computed by back-

propagating through the following components. This method will train the

CNN such that the extracted vectors contain features most helpful/rele-

vant for the overall task. The downside is the additional computational

complexity introduced by backpropagating through a GN.

• Pre-training without fine-tuning [woft]: The weights of the feature

extractor are learnt on a separate auxiliary task and transferred to be

used for the actual problem. This method requires an auxiliary task,
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Desktop screenshot
Id ∈ R480×270×3

Mobile screenshot
Im ∈ R187×333×3

Block1 d
nfilters = 32
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nfilters = 32
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Block3
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nfilters = 128
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Dense m
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Desktop feature vector
xd ∈ Rdfeatvec

Mobile feature vector
xm ∈ Rdfeatvec

Figure 4: Feature extractor fdm; inputs are at the bottom, outputs at the
top. Blocks with double borders are parameterized, dashed arrows indicate
parameter sharing, normal arrows information flow. The weight sharing between
inner layers allows for similar, yet different feature extraction because the weight
matrices of the first convolutional block and the last dense block are not shared.
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which (in this setting) may be the prediction of a page rank based solely

on a single desktop-mobile screenshot tuple. If the model parameters

are kept frozen, i.e. are not being fine-tuned, the feature vectors for the

dataset can be cached, once the entire model is trained on the main task.

That way the computational overhead of passing images through the CNN

can be omitted, greatly increasing the training speed and decreasing GPU

memory requirements. Even though the described auxiliary task is similar

to the page rank prediction based on an entire graph of screenshots, its

difference may lead to slightly less meaningful feature vectors.

• Pre-training with fine-tuning [wft]: Same as pre-training without fine-

tuning except the weights are kept trainable and are fine-tuned on the

main task as well. Caching of feature vectors is not possible.

3.2 Graph Network Blocks

After converting the graph of screenshots into a graph of feature vectors, the

entire graph is fed into the GN; component (4) in Figure 3. The GN module

is an integral component of our model: It utilizes the graph structure of the

dataset samples and outputs the actual model prediction, thereby converting a

graph into a continuous scalar, interpretable as a rank estimation.

The GN consists of several GN blocks, which were introduced in [Bat+18]. A

summary of the most important aspects as well as the notation we use in the

following can be found in Section 2.2.

Formally, our GN module converts a graph into a scalar, it is a function

fgn : G→ R , (9)

where G denotes the set of all possible graphs. The input graph represents

a website and consists of up to eight nodes. Each node contains two feature

vectors which are the screenshot feature extractor’s output. The directed edges

point from nodes to nodes which contain hyperlinks. Initially, the edges are

(opposed to the nodes which contain feature vectors) not attributed.

On a semantic level the GN module consists of three different types of blocks:

encoder, core, and decoder. For each of these blocks variants can be used but the

role remains the same. This idea is dubbed encode-process-decode and depicted

in Figure 22.
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Our encoder block GNenc converts the raw input graph into a homogeneous

graph where nodes, edges, and global state are all attributed with a single vector.

In our case this is achieved by defining the following update and aggregation

functions for the encoder:

φeenc(ek,vrk ,vsk ,u) =vsk (10)

ρe→u
enc (E′)j = avg({xj : x ∈ E′}) (11)

φvenc(e′i,vi,u) =vi (12)

φuenc(e′,v,u) =e′ , (13)

where ρe→v and ρv→u remain undefined because they are not needed. The edges

are initially populated with the feature vector of the sender node (Equation 10).

Equation 11, the edge aggregation for the global state, is an element-wise av-

eraging of the edge vectors. To ensure there is at least one element in E′ we

add reflexive edges to the graph so every node has at least one outgoing (and

incoming) edge, namely the one pointing to itself. Equation 12 is an identity

mapping, thus the node attributes remain unchanged. The global state is set to

be the aggregation of all edges (Equation 13). Alternatively, the node aggrega-

tion v could be chosen; both options are equally valid and we did not perform

experiments comparing both options within the scope of this work.

Intuitively, the encoder block can be seen as a preparation stage. It transforms

the graph into the desired state and adds missing attributes. In fact, the en-

tire feature extractor can be seen as an encoder block, too: It is a node-wise

application of the CNN: φvdm(e′i,vi,u) = fdm(vi), where vi is a tuple made up

of desktop and mobile screenshot. We chose not to formulate the overall model

that way to aid understanding, but it illustrates the expressive power of the GN

framework.

Before applying the encoder block we concatenate desktop and mobile feature

vectors so node attributes are a single vector v =
[
xd xm

]
.

Our core block GNcore performs the graph understanding part by performing

the message passing (see Section 4.3 in [Bat+18]). It may be stacked M times.

We choose the aggregation functions ρe→v(E′i), ρe→u(E′), ρv→u(V′) to average

the vectors element-wise, analogous to Equation 11. Alternatively, max-pooling

could be used; we did not perform experiments comparing both options within

the scope of this work.

The update functions for node attributes, edge attributes, and the global state
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are fully-connected layers with bias, followed by a ReLU activation function

(ReLU(x) = max(0, x)) and dropout (see [Sri+14]; denoted by the function

drop(·)). The exact definitions are the following:

φecore(ek,vrk ,vsk ,u) = drop

(
ReLU

(
We

[
ek vrk vsk u

]T
+ be

))
(14)

φvcore(e′i,vi,u) = drop

(
ReLU

(
Wv

[
e′i vi u

]T
+ bv

))
(15)

φucore(e′,v,u) = drop

(
ReLU

(
Wu

[
e′ v u

]T
+ bu

))
, (16)

where
[
·
]

denotes concatenation into a row vector. The core block can be

repeated M times. The trainable weight matrices W and biases b may either

be shared between the M core block replicas or different matrices/vectors can

be used.

Our decoder block GNdec converts the graph returned from the last core block

into the desired output. In our case the output of the GN module is a scalar

(see Equation 9). We extract a scalar from the graph by muliplying the global

state vector u of the last core block with a weight vector of matching size and

add a bias:

φudec(e′,v,u) = wdec · u+ bdec . (17)

The trainable parameters are wdec and bdec.

Intuitively, the global state can be understood as an aggregation of the infor-

mation contained in the graph. This is an elegant solution to the problem of

converting a set into a vector, which must be solved when converting a graph

of variable size into a single scalar.

3.3 Loss Function

Our model is trained with gradient descent which requires the definition of a loss

function. We choose a probabilistic loss function, suitable for ranking problems,

that is heavily inspired by [Bur+05]. We recap their approach as well as more

information on ways of tackling ranking problems in our Section Learning to

Rank (2.1).

Let D =
{(
G(i), r(i)

)}N
i=1

denote a dataset consisting of N ≥ 2 graphs and

corresponding ranks. Let fmodel(G) be the model function mapping a graph to

a scalar in R (visualized in Figure 3). f ∈ RN is the vector induced by applying
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the model function to the entire dataset:

fi = fmodel

(
G(i)

)
. (18)

Given the samples with indices i and j, we interpret the model output as follows:

fi > fj =⇒ G(i) . G(j) G(i) is higher ranked, (19)

fi < fj =⇒ G(i) / G(j) G(j) is higher ranked, (20)

fi = fj =⇒ G(i) ≡ G(j) equal rank. (21)

All pairwise predictions (how the model ranks any two samples relative to each

other) are stored in the matrix O ∈ RN×N , whose entries are defined as

Oi,j = fi − fj . (22)

The ground truth matrix P ∈ RN×N can be derived from the data. P stands

for probability. Its entries

Pi,j =


0 if r(i) / r(j)

0.5 if r(i) ≡ r(j)

1 if r(i) . r(j)

(23)

indicate the probability of r(i) to be a higher rank (e.g. #5) than r(j) (e.g. #100).

Note that a greater rank number is a lower rank; the highest rank is #1. This

can be confusing from time to time, we use the wording of a higher rank to be

a lower number, which is a higher position in the ranking.

The loss is defined as

1

N2

N∑
i=1

wb

(
r(i)
) N∑

j=1

(
−Pi,jOi,j + log

(
1 + eOi,j

))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci,j

 , (24)

where wb : N → R is a rank-dependent weighting function, which is explained

below. The loss term can be understood as a computation of the pairwise loss,

denoted by Ci,j , for each pair of samples in the dataset. The leading factor 1
N2

normalizes so the number of samples N does not affect the loss magnitude.

The loss asymptotes to a linear function. According to [Bur+05], this is likely
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to be more robust with noisy labels than a quadratic cost. This behavior is

illustrated in Figure 5.

We introduce the additional weighting factor

wb(r) = 1−
(

log(r × rmax)

log rmax
− 1

)b

, (25)

which counteracts the imbalance of samples for high and low ranks: The first

10,000 samples are presumably more distinctive than e.g. the samples from

80,000 to 90,000. Therefore the samples with high ranks should also have a

higher contribution to the loss. The hyperparameter b balances this favoring.

rmax is the maximum rank in the dataset, in our case rmax = 100, 000. Equa-

tion 25 is plotted for several values of b in Figure 6.

It is noteworthy that a change of b will also affect the average magnitude of the

loss and thereby the effective step size. When comparing different weighting

factors with each other, the loss term should therefore be divided by

2

rmax

∫ rmax

1

wb(r)dr , (26)

to keep the lost magnitude consistent. The term evaluates to ≈ 0.95 for b = 10

and ≈ 0.17 for b = 1. Intuitively, the loss must be scaled up more (divided by a

lower value) if the area under curve is lower. For b = 1 it is lower than it is e.g.

for b = 10 (see Figure 6).
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During training, the gradient induced by the loss term (Equation 24) can be

approximated with fewer than N samples, so called mini-batches. This is less

costly than computing the gradient for the exact problem and has a regularizing

effect [Kes+].

Note that this is single scalar supervision (or binary classification) and it effec-

tively trains a CNN plus GN successfully.

3.4 Accuracy

During training we evaluate the performance of our model by computing an

accuracy metric. Given all possible N ×N pairs of samples in the dataset, the

accuracy is the percentage of pairs the model ranks correctly. It is defined as

1

N2 −N

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

1[(Oi,j < 0 ∧ Pi,j = 0) ∨ (Oi,j > 0 ∧ Pi,j = 1)]

 , (27)

with O being the output matrix (defined in Equation 22) and P being the

ground truth (defined in Equation 23). 1[·] is 1 if the boolean expression en-

closed in the brackets is true, 0 otherwise. The additional (−N) term in the

denominator of the leading normalization factor accounts for the main diagonal

of the matrix which is always correctly ranked because Oi,i = 0, so we disregard

it.

For performance purposes the symmetric property of the matrix may be ex-

ploited. The evaluation of the lower triangular part suffices to compute the

accuracy score with adjusted normalization factor.

Verbally described, the accuracy measure is the percentage of correct pairwise

rankings. It is easy to interpret and can be computed for humans as well, by

showing them the sample pairs and requesting a ranking.

The accuracy evaluation metric has the downside of not taking the difficulty

into consideration: Ranking e.g. sample #55,000 relative to sample #54,590 is

presumably much harder than samples #100 and #40,000, because the sample

ranks are closer together.
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3.5 Inference

Inference of the presented model can be done in two ways: (1) absolute and (2)

relative. In our experiments we do not need the rank inference mode (1) because

the accuracy on validation and test set can be computed with Equation 27. We

present both modes anyways for use in future research or in applications. The

two methods differ in that (1) requires the ground truth dataset D, whereas (2)

works with any set of two or more websites.

(1) A single sample G can be ranked with respect to the samples of the dataset

D. This can be done by computing fG = fmodel(G) and comparing it to

all entries in the vector f . The estimated rank of G is

r(G) ≈ N −
N∑
i=1

1[fG > fi] . (28)

(2) The relative inference compares a set of samples S relative to each other,

where |S| ≥ 2. Instead of computing the matrix O for samples in the

dataset we compute it for S. The entry at Oi,j indicates how the samples

with index i and j are ranked relative to each other.
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4 Datasets

We propose a supervised ML algorithm to estimate the page rank using deep

GNs. For this purpose we require labeled data to develop, train, and validate

our model.

All dataset versions have OpenPage Rank (Section 2.4) as their ground truth.

This means we use the ordered list of domains from OpenPage Rank to enrich

them with more information to generate our datasets.

The dataset version 1 represents a subset of the dataset version 2. It was created

to give us fast and rough estimate on how well CNNs perform on estimating

a page rank based on screenshots. The provided data was used to train and

evaluate the performance of a CNN on page rank estimation with different loss

functions and weightings.

Dataset version 2 was created to enable the evaluation of deep GNs for page

rank estimation. The provided data was used to train and afterwards to evaluate

deep GNs in experiments. It is the main dataset version we use.

4.1 Dataset Version 1

The dataset version 1 consists of 100,000 samples in total. We denote a sample

from the OpenPage Rank ground truth as x and from our dataset as X. A

single sample in the ground truth x can be expressed as a tuple consisting of

two values:

x = (r, u)

r The global rank of the domain, according to Open PageRank (Section 2.4),

within
{

1, . . . , 105
}

.

u The URL of the domain. For example a string like github.com.

A single sample X in our dataset version 1 can be expressed as a tuple consisting

of three values:

X = (I, r, u)

I The screenshot of the domain in image format PNG and in the resolution

1920 × 1080 and three color channels. The screenshot is generated by
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the datacrawler for the given domain corresponding to the ground truth.

For ensuring repeatability, only the upper visible area of the website has

been taken into account, which is provided during the initial loading of

the website.

r The global rank of the domain, according to Open PageRank, within{
1, . . . , 105

}
.

u The URL of the domain mapped by the Open PageRank list. For example

a string like github.com.

4.2 Dataset Version 2

The Directed Graph G

The directed graph provides a topological view on the given website by repre-

senting all associated web pages within the same domain as nodes and hyperlinks

as edges. Nodes and edges of the graph are enriched with local information

about the visited web pages. Figure 7 exemplary illustrates parts of the di-

rected graph for the domain timodenk.com, with three web pages represented

as nodes with corresponding attributes and edges.

The directed graph G is characterized by a set of nodes V and edges E. We

limit the number of nodes in a graph to eight, since we are not able to express

a website in its entirety as a graph and want to keep the dataset in a feasible

size. Each node v ∈ V represents a web page of the given domain associated

with the graph. A node is characterized by the following tuple:

v = (u, I,M, t, l, s, h)

u The exact URL of the web page. Example: https://github.com/faq

I The screenshot of web page in image format JPEG and in the resolution

1920× 1080 with three color channels.

M The screenshot of web page in image format JPEG and in resolution 375×
667 and three color channels, which represents a screenshot taken from a

mobile device.

t The title of web page as can be seen in the tabs bar of a common browser.
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l The time it takes to download all data of web page from the web server

in milliseconds.

s Number of kilobytes downloaded in total for web page (size).

h Indicator for whether or not the website uses the protocol HTTPS, the

value is ∈ {true, false}.

Each edge e represents a possible navigation from web page v1 to v2 in the

graph G. It can be understood as a hyperlink or button found on web page v1

(source), which points to v2 (target) and has the same fully qualified domain

name.

e ∈ (v1, v2, t)

v1 ∈ V The source node (web page).

v2 ∈ V The target node that v1 points to.

t If existent, the text that links from source to target web page.

Specification

There are in total 100,000 samples in dataset version 2. Like in dataset version

1, we denote a sample from the ground truth as x and from dataset as X as

well. We define a single sample X in the dataset version 2 as a tuple consisting

of three values:

X = (G, u, r)

G The directed graph of the domain characterized by a set of nodes V and

edges E: G = (V,E).

u The URL of the domain mapped by the Open PageRank list.

r The global rank of the domain, according to Open PageRank, within{
1, . . . , 105

}
.
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u = timodenk.com

I =

M =

t = Timo Denk

l = 636 ms

s = 434 kb

h = true

u =
sites.timodenk.com

I =

M =

t = Timo Denk
Sites Overview

l = 767 ms

s = 737 kb

h = true

u = timod-
enk.com/imprint

I =

M =

t = Imprint -
www.timodenk.com

l = 304 ms

s = 52 kb

h = true

t = timodenk.com/imprint t =sites.timodenk.com

t =timodenk.com

Figure 7: The figure illustrates parts of the directed graph G = (V,E) of the
domain timodenk.com with three nodes representing the web pages timo-
denk.com, timodenk.com/imprint, and sites.timodenk.com. Each
web page is a node v ∈ V represented as a box containing the tuple of at-
tributes v = (u, I,M, t, l, s, h). Each attribute is represented as an entry in the
box and contains respective values of the web page. For example the web page
timodenk.com contains a screenshot I and screenshot in mobile format M.
Furthermore it has the title t ”Timo Denk”, a loading time l of 636ms, total
download size s of 434kb and uses the HTTPS protocol as the value true indi-
cates for h. Nodes are connected with directed edges e ∈ E represented by the
arrows in the figure. Moreover, the edges are annotated exemplary representing
the text t that links from the source node v1 ∈ V to the target node v2 ∈ V. For
example the node of the web page timodenk.com has an edge e ∈ E, which
points to the node v2 ∈ V of the web page sites.timodenk.com and has the
text t sites.timodenk.com.
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5 Implementation Details

As part of this work four different pieces of software were developed. We briefly

describe them in the following list and delve deeper in the next subsections.

• GraphNets library: The GraphNets library is our Python implementa-

tion of the GN framework from [Bat+18]. It was developed in such a way

that other people can use it in their projects too. Therefore, we have put

special focus on its documentation in Section 5.1. We use the library in

our research to create GNs, train them, and perform inference.

• RankPredictor: The RankPredictor code is a collection of Python scripts

and classes which are the actual implementation of our method. The code

heavily relies on the GraphNets library and implements many of its ab-

stract classes. The code contains our models and can be used to reproduce

our results.

• Human evaluation tool: The human evaluation tool is a lightweight

Node.js server with a simplistic frontend that was used to determine the

human performance on the page rank task. It shows pairs of web pages

and asks the user to rank them. The answers are being stored so the

human accuracy on pairwise page rank estimation can be output.

• Data crawler: The data crawler served the purpose of creating the

dataset. It visits web pages, takes screenshots, collects meta informa-

tion, and stores the collected data. It was developed in C++ with special

focus on scalability and modularity.

The two ML parts (GraphNets library and RankPredictor) are both relying

on the deep learning platform PyTorch. It was preferred over the alternative

TensorFlow [Aba+16] for several reasons: PyTorch supports automatic differen-

tiation, see [Pas+17], which simplifies model analysis and debugging6. Secondly,

we perceive PyTorch’s input pipelines as cleaner because they are more opinion-

ated. There is only a singly primary way of defining a dataset and pre-processing

pipeline. Lastly, PyTorch encourages object-oriented programming by defining

the classes torch.utils.data.Datatset and torch.nn.Module from

which the framework user inherits.

6With TensorFlow v2 the eager execution comes to that framework as well. By the time
of writing, however, v2 was still in beta.
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5.1 GraphNets Library

Our GraphNets library is an implementation of the GN framework introduced

by [Bat+18]. It can be used to implement and train GNs in combination with

the deep learning platform PyTorch. Its primary use-case is research in the field

of GNs. We have developed it within the scope of this work. The framework is,

however, not influenced by the page rank aspects. It is generic and could, as-is,

be used for any problem that requires GNs.

The researchers at DeepMind have implemented their own framework and have

open-sourced it7. Opposed to our solution it is based on the deep learning

framework TensorFlow. We chose not to use it because the development of a

custom solution gave us more flexibility, a learning opportunity, and the free

framework choice (PyTorch vs. TensorFlow).

In the remainder of this section we explain the components of our library and

link it to the mathematical formulation of Section 2.2. Furthermore, we mention

specific details of the implementation which seem relevant. We close by naming

potential future features and improvements.

5.1.1 Graph Data Structures

The graph data structures are four classes, namely Graph, Edge, Node, and

Attribute. They are the implementation of a directed, attributed multi-

graph8 with a global attribute. Here we follow the mathematical specification

of [Bat+18] closely. Figure 8 depicts the classes with attributes and methods.

The Graph class stores references to all contained nodes and edges. They are

stored in a set and in a list for performance reasons: The set allows to determine

in O(1) time whether a node/edge is contained in the graph. The list in turn

allows for O(n) comparison of two isomorphic graphs.

The method check integrity() validates, whether the edges are exclusively

connecting nodes contained in the nodes set. It also ensure that the elements

contained in nodes and ordered nodes are equivalent (and for edges respec-

tively). The Graph’s del method is overwritten because it traverses the

graph and searches for PyTorch tensors which are placed on the GPU. Upon

deletion it moves them to the CPU to ensure their garbage collection after

7GitHub repository by DeepMind: https://github.com/deepmind/graph_nets
8A multigraph is a graph which may have multiple edges (also called parallel edges). For

example, there may be two edges pointing from a given node v1 another node v2.
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Attr

+ val: any

- __init__(val: any)

+ to(device: torch.device)

+ asdict(): Dict

+ from_dict(d: dict): Attr

- __repr__(): str

- __eq__(o: object): bool

- __deepcopy__(memodict): Attr

Graph

+ attr: Attr

+ nodes: Set[Node]

+ edges: Set[Edge]

+ ordered_nodes: List[Node]

+ ordered_edges: List[Edge]

+ device: torch.device

- __init__(nodes: List[Node],
edges: List[Edge], attr: Optional[Attr])

+ add_node(new_node: Node)

+ add_edge(new_edge: Edge)

+ add_all_edges()

+ remove_all_edges()

+ add_reflexive_edges()

+ to(device: torch.device)

+ asdict(): Dict

+ from_dict(d: dict): Graph

- _check_integrity()

- _check_node_edge_integrity()

- _check_ordered_references_integrity()

- __eq__(g2: object): bool

- __repr__(): str

- __del__()

Node

+ attr: Attribute

+ receiving_edges: Set[Edge]

+ sending_edges: Set[Edge]

- __init__(attr: Optional[Attr])

+ to(device: torch.device)

+ asdict(): Dict

+ from_dict(d: dict): Node

+ from_vals(vals: List): List[Node]

+ eq_attr(n1: Node, n2: Node): bool

Edge

- __init__(sender: Node, receiver: Node, attr: Optional[Attr])

+ attr: Attribute

+ sender: Node

+ receiver: Node

+ to(device: torch.device)

+ asdict(): Dict

+ from_dict(d: dict, nodes: Dict[str, Node]): Edge

- __repr__(): str

+ eq_attr_and_ctx(e1: Edge, e2: Edge): bool

Figure 8: Class diagram of the GraphNets library data structure classes, repre-
senting a directed, attributed multigraph.
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torch.nn.Module

+ forward(args): any

Aggregation

+ forward(attrs: List[Attr]): Attr

Extends

SumAggregation

+ forward(attrs: List[Attr]): Attr

Extends

AvgAggregation

+ forward(attrs: List[Attr]): Attr

Extends

ScalarSumAggregation

+ forward(attrs: List[Attr]): Attr

Extends ConstantAggregation

- __init__(const_val: Optional[any])

+ forward(attrs: List[Attr]): Attr

Extends

Figure 9: Class diagram of the GraphNets library aggregation functions.

destruction of the Graph class instance.

An Edge requires two nodes (sender and receiver) to be passed to its construc-

tor. The edge adds itself to the receiving edges set of the receiver and

sending edges set of the sender. Edge objects must therefore be created

after Nodes.

All three, Graph, Node, and Edge have in common that they have an attribute

attr of type Attr. An attribute can hold any value in its val attribute. In

the page rank example, the val of an attribute may for instance be a tuple of

screenshots.

5.1.2 Aggregation and Update Functions

Aggregation functions serve the purpose of converting a set of attributes into a

single attribute. Update functions exist for nodes, edges, and the global state

and map their attributes to new, updated attributes. In the GN framework ag-

gregation functions are denoted by ρ and update functions by φ. All aggregation

functions and their relationships can be seen in the class diagram in Figure 9.

The Aggregation class is abstract and may be implemented by the user of our

library. An aggregation can be used for nodes and edges alike. Several common,
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default implementations are provided, namely

• SumAggregation: Sums up the vectors (PyTorch tensor objects) in the

set of attributes (parameter attrs) element-wise and returns the resulting

vector wrapped in a new Attr object.

• AvgAggregation: Works like SumAggregation with subsequent divi-

sion by the length of attrs.

• ScalarSumAggregation: Operates on a list of attributes which hold

scalar values, e.g. Python float or int values. It sums them up and

returns the resulting value wrapped in a new Attr object.

• ConstantAggregation: Ignores the list of attributes entirely and re-

turns a constant value which can be passed to the constructor. This

aggregation is useful in a cases where the set of nodes or edges does not

contain any useful attributes yet. For instance in the encoder of a GN.

The update functions are specific to edges, nodes, and the global state. There-

fore, three abstract classes exist, namely EdgeUpdate, NodeUpdate, and

GlobalStateUpdate, corresponding to φe, φv, and φu, respectively. The

classes are abstract because the update may be chosen by the user of the li-

brary. The relationships can be seen in the class diagram in Figure 10.

For all three types of update functions, the library comes with two default

implementations: First, the independent update (IndependentEdgeUpdate,

IndependentNodeUpdate, and IndependentGlobalStateUpdate). An

independent update function takes a parameter called mapping fn. The result

of a forward pass is the application of that mapping function fmap to the previous

edge (or node or global state) attribute. Mathematically that is

φe(ek,vrk ,vsk ,u) =fmap(ek) (29)

φv(e′i,vi,u) =fmap(vi) (30)

φu(e′,v,u) =fmap(u) . (31)

Verbally described, everything but the previous attribute value is discarded and

the new attribute value is computed with the mapping function.

The second default implementation are the identity update functions. They

leave the attribute values unaltered.
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EdgeUpdate

+ forward(e: Attr, v_r: Attr, v_s: Attr, u: Attr): Attr

torch.nn.Module

+ forward(args): any

Extends

NodeUpdate

+ forward(aggr_e: Attr, v: Attr, u: Attr): Attr

Extends

GlobalStateUpdate

+ forward(aggr_e: Attr, aggr_v: Attr, u: Attr): Attr

Extends

IndependentEdgeUpdate

+ mapping_fn: Callable

+ forward(...): Attr

IndependentNodeUpdate

+ mapping_fn: Callable

+ forward(...): Attr

IndependentGlobalStateUpdate

+ mapping_fn: Callable

+ forward(...): Attr

Extends

Extends

Extends

IdentityEdgeUpdate

+ forward(...): Attr

Extends

IdentityNodeUpdate

+ forward(...): Attr

Extends

NodeAggregationGlobalStateUpdate

+ forward(...): Attr

IdentityGlobalStateUpdate

+ forward(...): Attr
Extends

Extends

Figure 10: Class diagram of the GraphNets library update functions.
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torch.nn.Module

+ forward(args): any

GNBlock

+ phi_e: EdgeUpdate

+ phi_v: NodeUpdate

+ phi_u: GlobalStateUpdate

+ rho_ev: Aggregation

+ rho_vu: Aggregation

+ rho_eu: Aggregation

+ forward(g: Graph): Graph

- _edge_block(g: Graph)

- _node_block(g: Graph)

- _global_block(g: Graph)

Extends

Figure 11: Class diagram of the GraphNets library GNBlock class.

Function Attribute Default
φe phi e IdentityEdgeUpdate
φv phi v IdentityNodeUpdate
φu phi u IdentityGlobalStateUpdate
ρe→v rho ev ConstantAggregation
ρe→u rho eu ConstantAggregation
ρv→u rho vu ConstantAggregation

Table 2: Mapping from GNBlock attributes (see class diagram in Figure 11)
to GN functions (described in Section 2.2). The default value is chosen if the
attribute is left unspecified.

5.1.3 GN Block

The GN block is the core component of the library. It inherits from the PyTorch

class torch.nn.Module (see class diagram in Figure 11). Its input is a graph

and it outputs a transformed version of that graph, by passing it through the

forward method. The implementation of forward is exactly matching the

flow shown in Figure 1.

An instantiation of a GNBlock object requires update and aggregation func-

tions. The correspondence between functions and attributes is shown in Table 2.

The GN block simplifies the creation of a GN significantly. After specifying

aggregation and update functions, a graph can be passed to a GNBlock instance
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and is processed by it. Listing 1 shows this flow.

1 core_block = GNBlock(

2 phi_e=CoreEdgeUpdate(drop_p),

3 phi_v=CoreNodeUpdate(drop_p),

4 phi_u=CoreGlobalStateUpdate(drop_p),

5 rho_ev=AvgAggregation(),

6 rho_vu=AvgAggregation(),

7 rho_eu=AvgAggregation())

8

9 g = Graph()

10 # add attributed nodes and edges to g ...

11 g_processed = core_block(g)

Listing 1: Sample usage of the GNBlock class

5.1.4 Future Features and Improvements

The current implementation of the library is processing each graph individually.

Batches can not be processed in parallel, which is due to the nature of graphs:

A single batch may contain many graphs of different size and shape. A perfor-

mance boost could be gained by providing GPU-optimized implementations (so

called CUDA kernels) for the some common update and aggregation functions

that handle batches.

A useful feature would be a greater toolbox of implemented update and aggre-

gation functions. Also, composition of GN blocks into actual networks could be

simplified with predefined modules.

In our current implementation the critical features of the components are being

unit tested. There is also an end-to-end test which trains a GN to learn the

identity function, thereby ensuring PyTorch’s automatic differentiation works

through GN blocks. Before performing a greater refactoring (e.g. the imple-

mentation of CUDA kernels), a higher test coverage would be desirable.

5.2 Rank Predictor

We have dubbed our working project Rank Predictor. It contains things such as

the implementation of ML models, dataset loader and pipeline, analysis scripts,

and training orchestration scripts. Opposed to the GN code it is not a library

but rather a loose collection of scripts and classes. In combination with the

dataset it may be used to reproduce our results.
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In this section we describe the individual components on a high level, enriched

with noteworthy details.

• Analysis: Scripts and Jupyter notebooks for post-training analysis of

model weights, activations, etc.

• Data: The subfolders data/v1 and data/v2 contain code related to

both dataset versions, respectively. For each dataset we define a class

(DatasetV1 and DatasetV2) which extends PyTorch’s dataset class

torch.utils.data.Dataset. The datasets only hold a list of all files

in RAM and load the samples (images and the graph JSON file) on the

fly, once a sample is requested. The dataset classes may be reused by

researchers who want to work with our dataset as well.

We split our datasets with the method get threefold. It determinis-

tically splits the dataset on program-startup. The source code is written

down in Listing 3.

For dataset version 2 there are two subclasses inheriting from DatasetV2,

namely DatasetV2Screenshots and DatasetV2Cached. The former

discards all graph information and yields lists of screenshots instead. The

latter serves graphs where the nodes are attributed with cached feature

vectors, previously computed by a feature extractor model.

• ML models: Our ML models are in the model subfolder. Each model

is a class inheriting from torch.nn.Module with its own file. For GNs

there are common implementations of aggregation and update functions

which we place in the model folder as well.

• Trainer: Orchestration of training runs. We use TensorBoard to moni-

tor training runs and Sacredboard to log experiments. Our TraininRun

class is generic and calls an abstract train step method for each train-

ing step. After several steps it calls run valid with both train and test

dataset to see how well the model performs on those dataset in evaluation

mode (dropout disabled). We implement this class for GN training, fea-

ture extractor pre-training, and training on dataset version 1. The trainer

folder also contains the probabilistic ranking loss (defined in Section 3.3)

and accuracy metric function (defined in Section 3.4). We have unit tested

the critical functions.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the human evaluation tool. The user has to decide
which web page they expect to have a higher rank. What would your guess be?
The page on top has the rank #68,636, which is worse than #15,898, the rank
of the page below. Consequently, choosing the second page is correct, here.

5.3 Human Evaluation Tool

In order to compare the performance of our page rank estimation model with hu-

mans, we have developed a basic evaluation tool. It allowed us to determine the

accuracy of human individuals on the page rank task. Figure 12 is a screenshot

of the tool. The user opens the tool in their webbrowser and sees screenshots

from two web pages. Then, the user can examine both of them and must decide

which one they suspect to be ranked higher. After the decision, which can be

expressed either by clicking onto the page or using the hotkeys, the tool shows

the next tuple. A tuple may also be skipped, for instance if one of the pages

is all-black. The pages are randomly chosen. The user can constantly see their

accuracy and the number of samples they have assessed so far. Reloading the

page will not result in loss, because the scores are saved in the browser’s local

storage. If desired, however, the score can be reset manually.

The tool has a Node.js backend which provides an API. It serves the dataset

images, meta information such as website ranks, and random tuples. The UI is

very simple and has only few CSS styling rules.
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5.4 Data Crawler

The main goal of the data crawler is to deliver the required datasets as specified

in Chapter 4. The input to the data crawler is simply a domain, which is

provided by the ground truth. Depending on the configuration the output of

the data crawler can vary from a single screenshot (Section 4.1) to a complete

graph of the given domain (Section 4.2).

Section 5.4.1 discusses the requirements in functionality for the data crawler,

which serves as a basis for the discussion of the decision between the frameworks

Puppeeter and Chromium Embedded Framework (Section 5.4.2). After-

wards we give an overview of the architecture (Section 5.4.3) and highlight the

idea of datamodules in the crawler (Section 5.4.3). Following that, we discuss

all developed datamodules with their role in the data crawler and discuss the

process of graph generation in Section 5.4.4.

In Section 5.4.5 we will discuss how we successfully designed a sophisticated

system to scale-out the data crawler reducing the total dataset creation time

on Google Cloud Platform. Finally, in Section 5.4.6 we will dive into the final

results and performance of the data crawler.

5.4.1 Requirements

The requirements in functionality for the data crawler arise from the dataset

specifications (Section 4.1, 4.2) and our personal experiences. The next section

will derive the requirements browser emulation, information accessibility, mod-

ularity and scalability from the dataset specifications. Furthermore introduce

programming language and native API access as additional requirements.

Browser Emulation

One of the major requirements for the data crawler is to find a convenient way of

emulating a web browser. According to the dataset specifications, for every given

website a screenshot I has to be taken. In addition to that, every screenshot

must represent the website as the user would see in a common browser. The

latter and other attributes such as the loading time l of a website like in a

common browser make the emulation of a browser an inevitable requirement.
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Information Accessibility

Accessing low-level information such as the HTTP-Request to change the user-

agent to generate a mobile screenshotM or the Document Object Model (DOM)

to generate edges e in the graph is inevitable. The data crawler has to be able to

manipulate internal data structures and even able to inject own JavaScript-code

on the website.

Modularity

The data crawler has to be as modular for allowing us to extend the data crawler

easily and decide which attribute should be calculated. This requirement in

flexibility is raised from the fact that our dataset specifications might change

over the time or new ones might be added.

Scalability

Both dataset versions require the analysis of at least 100,000 websites. There-

fore, data crawler has to be horizontally scalable to allow the analysis of multiple

domains at once, and efficient in terms analysis time and start-up time. An in-

efficient and not scalable data crawler would lead to multiple days of required

crawling time and reflect also in high infrastructure costs.

Programming Language

Since our team has a background software development in C++, we prefer a

framework which allows us to write the data crawler in C++.

Native API Access

A non-native API access would lead to additional communication overhead, lead

to performance issues and probably cut us in accessing low-level information.

Therefore, we prefer a framework which offers a native API to access browser

controls.
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5.4.2 Framework

The previous section has shown some of the intricate requirements for the data

crawler. To answer those requirements in the given time frame, we investigated

frameworks, which would do most of the heavy-lifting for us such as networking,

I/O, or rendering of the website.

In our research we focused on the evaluation of frameworks, which base on the

most common browser Google Chrome [w3s19]. This section will investigate

two frameworks Puppeteer and Chromium Embedded Framework (CEF)

and discuss our decision for CEF. Both frameworks are providing an API to

instrument the well-known browser Chrome.

Puppeteer

Our investigation whether Puppeteer (Section 2.5) can be used in the data

crawler has shown following results:

The requirement of Browser Emulation is fulfilled, since Puppeteer is using

an instance of Chrome to render websites. The requirement of Information

Accessibility is fulfilled too, due to functionalities in the domains DOM and

Network. Furthermore Modularity is given per se by using JavaScript as

the programming language, which makes the use of polymorphism possible as

used in Datamodule-System (Section 5.4.3). The usage of Chrome ensures effi-

ciency in terms of loading, rendering websites and retrieval of website informa-

tion. Moreover, the combination of Chrome and Puppeteer can be scaled-out

easily fulfilling the last requirement Scalability as described in Section 5.4.5.

Still Puppeteer fails to fulfill the requirement in Programming Language

by providing only support for JavaScript. Moreover, due to the use of an

HTTP-based RESTful API, Puppeteer clearly fails to offer native API access

to browser controls, thus failing in the requirement Native API Access.

Chromium Embedded Framework

Through the use of Chromium Content API, CEF 3 provides a close integra-

tion between the browser and the host application including support for custom

JavaScript objects and JavaScript extensions. Moreover, the host application is

able to control resource loading, intercept the network, navigation, and many
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more, while taking advantage of the same performance and technologies avail-

able in the Google Chrome Web browser [Fra19].

Therefore CEF 3 clearly fulfills the requirement of Browser Emulation and

Information Accessibility. Moreover, Modularity and Scalability is also

given by using C++ and the core functionalities of Chromium. CEF clearly

outperforms Puppeteer in the requirements Programming Language and

Native API Access by providing native API access in C++.

Framework Decision

As Table 3 shows, both Puppeteer and CEF perform outstanding regarding

our requirements. But still Puppeeter is outperformed by CEF in the require-

ments Programming Language and Native API Access. This leads to our

decision to use CEF as our primary framework to build on.

Requirement CEF Puppeeter
Browser emulation
Information accesibility
Modularity
Scalability
Programming language
Native API access

Table 3: The table shows that both Puppeeter and CEF satisfy the framework
requirements in browser emulation, information accessibility, modularity and
scalability. But Puppeteer is clearly outperformed by CEF in programming
language and native API access.

5.4.3 Data Crawler Architecture

One of the major points in the design and implementation of the data crawler

was to meet the Modularity requirement (Section 5.4.1). This led to the de-

velopment of our sophisticated Datamodule-System and introduced the concept

of datamodules.

Before diving into our implementation details by introducing the Datamodule-

System, we will discuss how applications using CEF 3 are built and work in

general. Following that, we will introduce the Datamodule-System in great

detail giving the required information to understand how datamodules work.

Afterwards we will discuss how we take a screenshot of a website and tackle the
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challenge of detecting when a website has finished loading in the Screenshot-

Datamodule. Beyond that we will discuss how we take screenshots by emulating

a mobile device and collect URLs by traversing the DOM. In the end we will

show how we generate and output the graph (Section 5.4.4).

CEF 3 Application Structure

CEF 3 is based on multiple processes. It can mainly be divided into the browser -

process and render -process.

• The browser-process represents the host process of the application, which

handles window creation, painting and network access. Furthermore, most

of the application logic will run in the browser-process.

• Multiple render-processes are responsible for rendering websites, executing

JavaScript and running some application logic. Following the process

model of Chrome, CEF 3 spawns for every unique origin a render-process

ensuring resource isolation, parallelism, and better failure management.

The separately spawned processes communicate using Inter-Process Commu-

nication (IPC). Application logic implemented in browser- and render-process

can communicate by sending asynchronous messages as URL-Datamodule

will show. Other processes are spawned when needed such as the plugin-process

for handling of plugins like Flash.

In general CEF 3 application consists of the class CefApp and CefClient.

CefApp is responsible for process-specific callbacks such as returning handler

for a custom render-process implementation, whereas CefClient is responsible

for handling browser-instance-specific callbacks such as returning handler for a

customer website render implementation. It contains most of the application

logic and is being used to create browser instances. As mentioned before, it can

be used to control the browser-instance with custom implementation.

The following will briefly describe the start-up of an application using CEF 3:

1. The CefExecuteProcess-method is used with custom implementation

of CefApp to start separate processes. The application executable will be

started multiple times representing new processes.

2. CreateBrowser is used with custom implementation of CefClient to

create a browser-instance. The browser instance is created in the browser-
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process, which means that there is only one browser at a time. Futhermore,

an initial URL is passed to the browser-instance.

3. In the implementation of CefClient CefMessageLoop-method is ex-

ecuted, which starts the event loop of the browser-instance. This means

that browser-instance will start loading the given URL, handling network,

rendering and many more. CEF takes care of spawning and using of ex-

isting render-processes.

4. Once CefQuitMessageLoop-method is called, the message loop will be

quit.

Datamodule-System

The naming of the Datamodule-System derives from the purpose to bind, ex-

ecute instances of datamodules, collect results and output the dataset. The

system consists of several components, which enable developers to implement

and execute datamodules independently increasing flexibility and reducing po-

tential failures. In a plugin-and-play-manner developers can easily develop and

add datamodules to the data crawler.

The main idea of a datamodule is to represent a single attribute in the dataset,

which is calculated and added independently from other attributes to the dataset.

In addition, each datamodule can be individually configured and turned on or

off by the user.

We are heavily utilizing polymorphism language feature of C++ to enable pre-

viously mentioned features. Thus, a datamodule consists of the implementation

of the following interfaces:

DatamoduleBaseConfiguration

This interface has to be implemented by each datamodule. It is responsible for

the creation and configuration of instances of a given datamodule.

DatamoduleBase

The DatamoduleBase-interface represents the core of each datamodule. Most

of the application logic of the datamodule will be implemented here.
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DatacrawlerConfiguration

+ loadConfigFromJSON() : void
+ getConfiguration(selectedConfig : DataModulesEnum) : DataModuleBaseConfiguration 

Datacrawler

+ process(url : string): map<string, NodeElement>

<<Interface>> 
DataBase

<<Interface>> 
DataModuleBaseConfiguration

+ createInstance() : DataModuleBase 

<<Interface>> 
DataModuleBase

 + process(url : string) : DataBase

UrlConfiguration
 

ScreenshotConfiguration
 

is is

URLDatamodule
 

ScreenshotDatamodule
 

MobileScreenshotDatamodule
 

is isis

dataModules

*

URLCollection
 

Screenshot
 

is is

configuration *

datacrawlerConfiguration

1

NodeElement

+ addData(data : DataBase): void
graph

*

dataModules

*

Figure 13: The figure shows the simplified UML-diagram of the data crawler
with the most important classes and methods. Classes in the white boxes rep-
resent essential components of the datamodule-system such as the classes Data
crawler, DatacrawlerConfiguration, NodeElement and the inter-
faces DatamoduleBaseConfiguration, DataModulBase, and DataBase.
Classes in the red boxes represent implementation of datamodules such as
the URLDatamodule, ScreenshotDatamodule and MobileScreenshot-
Datamodule.

DatamoduleBaseConfiguration

This has to be implemented if the result of the datamodule should be stored in

the graph. It represents the results of the implemented datamodule.

Figure 13 represents a simplified UML-Diagram of the data crawler with the

most important classes, interfaces, and methods for understandig the Datamodule-

system. The figure does not show the implementation details of CEF 3, which

are isolated and located in each datamodule.

The class Datacrawler represents the entrypoint of the data crawler. It holds

an instance of the class DatacrawlerConfiguration, which is responsible

to load the user-defined datamodules configuration using the method loadCon-

figFromJSON(). Upon successful loading, the data crawler creates instances

of datamodules using the method createInstance(). The interface method

is implemented individually by each datamodule reflecting custom datamodule

configuration.

Once the process(url)-method has been called with an URL in Datacrawler,
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Figure 14: The numbers in the nodes show the order in which nodes are ex-
panded in breadth-first search. It shows that all nodes reachable from a selected
nodes are expanded, before selecting the first node encountered and expanding
the nodes reachable from it. E.g. the selected node is 1 and the nodes 2, 3 4
are expanded, before we select 2 and expand the node 5 and 6 [Wik19].

we create NodeElement representing the starting node and add it into our

graph. Our graph is implemented as a key-value list, whereas the key repre-

sents the URL and the value our NodeElement-object. For dataset version 1

(Section 4.1) we assume to have a single node with a single screenshot. After-

wards we go through the our instantiated datamodules and execute custom im-

plementation of the method process(url). At this point an isolated browser

instance is created using CEF 3, which executes datamodule-specific browser

implementation. As soon as a datamodule returns, we add the results to the

current NodeElement and add NodeElement to our graph.

Upon the completion of all datamodules for a given URL, we add all gener-

ated edges of the datamodule URLDatamodule into a FIFO queue in Dat-

acrawler. In later sections we will discuss how and which URLs we select

as edges of a node. Afterwards we repeat the process of creating a new ob-

ject of NodeElement, executing of datamodules, adding the results into new

NodeElement and URLs to our FIFO queue for the oldest entry. We skip a

given URL if there is a key-value pair in our list or if we reach our maximal

number of nodes in the graph.

The use of the FIFO queue leads to breadth-first search in our graph in op-

position to a deep search, which is implemented using a LIFO queue. The

breadth-first search means that we expand all nodes reachable from the edges

of our current node and selecting the oldest entry as new node, rather than us-

ing the first edge, expanding the reachable node and selecting it as the current
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node. By using the breadth-first search, we maximize the number of directly

reachable nodes from a given node. This leads to a wide and dense rather than

deep and sparse graph. We perform a breadth-first search because we prefer to

have connections between those nodes rather than having long strings originat-

ing from a root node. That way we capture at least some of the page-internal

linking structure. Figure 14 illustrates the breadth-first search exemplary.

Screenshot-Datamodule

The screenshot-datamodule is responsible for visiting a web page given a URL

and taking a screenshot upon successful loading. The entrypoint of the data-

module is the process(url)-method in ScreenshotDatamodule-class. Upon

completion, the datamodule returns an instance of Screenshot, which con-

tains a screenshot and information about width and height of the screenshot.

In general the screenshot-datamodule addresses three difficult problems with

the help of CEF 3:

1. Any website given by URL has to be loaded without exceptions.

2. Every website has to be rendered in a format to take a screenshot from.

3. The datamodule has to detect when a given website has finished loading

to take a screenshot.

The following sections discuss how the Screenshot-datamodule successfully ad-

dresses the previously mentioned problems with the use of CEF 3:

Loading

The Screenshot-datamodule consists of ScreenshotDatamodule and imple-

mentations of the interfaces CefClient and CefRenderHandler. In pro-

cess(url)-method of ScreenshotDatamodule a synchronous browser in-

stance is created with our implementation of CefClient and the given URL.

As mentioned earlier CefClient is responsible for browser-instance-specific

callbacks and hence the place to customize the browser for our needs. Therefore,

we implement CefClient and overwrite the method GetRenderHandler()

to return a custom implementation of CefRenderHandler. The browser in-

stance will now use our implementation of CefRenderHandler to paint the

website during loading.
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The use of a synchronous browser instance allows us to iterate through the event

loop of the browser instance by ourselves until we take a screenshot of the given

website. This is mandatory for both threads, which are created directly after

the browser instance and play a critical role in detecting if a website has finished

loading.

Rendering

In the world of Chromium rendering relates to the process of parsing, trans-

forming of website data to generate DOM, executing JavaScript, applying CSS,

and painting of the website.

In Screenshot-datamodule the interface CefRenderHandler is not responsible

for rendering a website, but only for the painting to the end user device. In our

implementation, we have implemented the GetViewRect() and OnPaint()-

method of CefRenderHandler. The latter is the place to paint the website

to the end user device, whereas we define in GetViewRect() the height and

width of the output from the browser. In case of CEF 3 the OnPaint()-

method is invoked each time the browser instance detects invalidation caused

by changes in the DOM and CSS. These changes can be caused by a loading

website, animations or dynamically changing content due to custom JavaScript

code.

In each invocation of OnPaint() following information are passed as param-

eters: reference to the current browser instance; reference to the buffer, where

image information are kept about the website; information about the height and

width of the given website.

The buffer is an array of respectively one byte encoded single characters, where

each character is representing a channel of the color space BGRA. Consequently, a

single pixel corresponds to four characters in the buffer. The array represents the

pixels from the left most to the right most starting from the top of the viewport

in repeating order of the color space. Thus, the buffer itself contains only

information about visible area as defined in GetViewRect(), which reflects

the viewport of the browser.

On each invocation we allocate total of 4 ∗ width ∗ heights bytes in the

memory and copy the content of our buffer into it. Once we detect the website

has finished loading, we can access the latest painting of OnPaint() from the

memory.
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Detection

In our current implementation the browser instance calls the OnPaint()-

method to update the view port, whenever a change occurs on the website.

In practice this means that our implementation might return screenshots of

partially loaded websites, if we access to the buffer at a bad time. The simple

solution to wait a given time t and take the most recent screenshot is not an

option. This static approach would lead to high analysis time per website and

violate the scalability requirement (Section 5.4.1). We have to detect, when a

given website has finished loading to reduce our analysis time per website.

In general, there are multiple states during the loading of a website, which can

be interpreted that a given website has finished loading. Before we discuss

our approaches to tackle this problem, we define our understanding of when a

website has finished loading:

A website has finished loading, if and only if all elements are painted on the

view port and no new elements are being painted.

Our definition includes the painting and rendering of the given website in the

browser and represents the natural behavior of a browser. The following defini-

tion does not include those aspects:

A website has finished loading, if and only if all the content of the website has

been downloaded successfully from the internet.

Based on our assumption we have developed two algorithms for this problem:

Detection based on calculation of change matrices and detection based on On-

LoadingStateChange()-method of CEF 3 and hard coded waiting time.

Our algorithm based on calculation of change matrices, assumes that the number

of changed pixels per screenshot will dramatically reduce over time. In other

words, given the screenshots It, It+1, It+2 ∈ {0, ..., 255}width×height×4 taken at

times t, t+ 1, and t+ 2 respectively, the total number of changed pixels |∆t,t+1|
between It and It+1 will be less than |∆t+1,t+2|. Furthermore, we assume that

the |∆| will converge for t→∞ meaning that the website has finished loading.

The blue line in Figure 15 illustrates our assumption exemplary.

In order to calculate the number of changed pixels between two screenshots It

and It+1, we have introduced the change matrixCt,t+1 ∈ {0, 1}width×height. Each
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element ci,j ∈ Ct,t+1 represents the change state between the pixels sti,j, ∈ It

and st+1
i,j, ∈ It+1, which in turn are in {0, ..., 255}4 representing the color space

BGRA.

On every invocation of OnPaint() we calculate the change matrix Ct,t+1 on

basis of the current screenshot It+1 and the screenshot It of the previous invo-

cation. The following applies for each element ci,j ∈ Ct,t+1 :

ci,j =

1, if sti,j, 6= st+1
i,j,

0, otherwise
(32)

We compute the total number of changes from It to It+1 with ‖Ct,t+1‖ and

save it in every invocation of OnPaint() for later use. In addition, we also

calculate the maximum number changes per screenshot with width × height

and call it CMAX . The red line for nationalgeographic.com in Figure 15

shows that the number of changes is indeed converging, but not as stable as

expected. We take this into account and calculate on every invocation the

average CAVG for the number of changes at t − n, t − n + 1, . . . , t, where n is

defined in the datamodule configuration and t represents our current screenshot.

Putting everything together we detect if a given domain has finished and take

a screenshot by following inequality evaluates to true:

CAVG

CMAX
≤ pC ;

CAVG

CMAX
, pC ∈ [0, 1] (33)

The fraction CAVG

CMAX
describes the average in percentage of changes over the last

n screenshots and pC is a user-defined threshold.

Furthermore, we have observed that for websites such as timodenk.com the

OnPaint()-method is only called for a limited number of times. This might not

be enough to leverage our detection algorithm. Therefore we have implemented

a thread, which starts upon every OnPaint()-invocation a timer. The timer

has the goal to return a screenshot, if the OnPaint()-method has not been

invoked for a period as long as or longer than the user-defined time.

Our second algorithm implements OnLoadingStateChange()-method of Ce-

fLoadHandler, which will be invoked upon a website has been loaded success-

fully. During invocation the parameter isLoading is passed, which is true if

the given website has been loaded and false if not. However, this variable does

not indicate that the given website has been painted successfully. It only in-

dicates the browsers is ready to paint the given website. Therefore we have
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Figure 15: The figure illustrates in blue our assumption regarding the number
of total changes ‖Ct,t+1‖ from It to It+1. It shows that the number of total
changes dramatically reduce and converge for t → ∞. The red line illustrates
the actual measured number of changes for nationalgeographic.com with
the resolution 1920 in width and 1080 in height.

implemented a timer, which will start upon isLoading is true, runs for a

user-defined time and returns the content of the buffer.

In addition both algorithms implement a thread, which starts a timer upon the

loading of a website. This timer represents a hard timeout for the Screenshot-

datamodule and will run for a user-defined time. After timeout it will ultimately

return a screenshot. Thus, guaranteeing us to eventually return the buffer under

any circumstances.

We have manually evaluated both approaches using the top 100 website in Open

PageRank (Section 2.4). Our results are described in Table 4. They show that

the algorithm based on OnLoadingStateChange() outperforms the algo-

rithm based on change matrices. This ultimately leads to our decision to use

OnLoadStateChange() as our preferred detection algorithm.

MobileScreenshot-Datamodule

The MobileScreenshot-Datamodule is responsible for visiting a web page given

a URL and taking a screenshot upon successful loading. The process(url)-
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Algorithm Partially Fully loaded % Total
Change matrices 13 87 13 100
OnLoadingStateChange() 3 97 3 100

Table 4: The table illustrates the performance of our algorithms based on change
matrices and OnLoadingStateChange() for the top 100 websites from Open
PageRank. The websites are manually evaluated by us. A website is categorized
as partially loaded, if it is obviously missing parts of the website, and fully
loaded, if not. The approach using OnLoadingStateChange() performs with
3% of partially loaded websites better than our approach with change matrices
with 13%.

method is the entrypoint for the datamodule. In contrast to the Screenshot-

datamodule, the visited web page has to be in mobile resolution and mobile

view leading to a screenshot taken from a mobile device.

In total there are two ways of requesting a mobile view for a web page: Visit

the web page with mobile device resolution e.g. 375 in width and 667 in height,

or declare the user-agent as a mobile device, e.g. Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone

CPU).

While the resolution represents the size of the view port in which the given

website is being displayed, the user-agent represents the identification of the

browser. It is a request header containing a characteristic string that allows the

communication partner to identify application type, operating system, software

vendor, and version of the requesting browser instance. The request header is

being send on every HTTP method such as GET. The CEF 3 uses a desktop

user-agent per default as Figure 16a shows.

Our initial assumption, that requesting a website with mobile resolution would

lead to a mobile view, was right for a majority of the websites. But Figure 16

shows that there are exceptions such as https://youtube.com, where it is

not enough to scale down the resolution. Hence, we consider in our implemen-

tation to use mobile resolution and user-agent. While we reuse most of the

implementation of the Screenshot-Datamodule such as the loading, rendering

and detection, we extend and change the implementation at specific points to

support mobile view. First, we adjust the resolution of the browser instance

in GetViewRect() to mobile resolution. Second, we intercept all outgoing

requests from the browser instance and add the required mobile user-agent

header. This is done by providing a custom implementation of the interface

CefRequestHandler having the primary goal to handle browser requests. In
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Two screenshots taken from the website https://youtube.com.
The figures (a) and (b) were taken with a browser instance having the resolution
375×667. In addition, we changed the user-agent of the figure (b) to represent a
mobile device and use the default user-agent of CEF 3. The usage of the mobile
user-agent clearly shows that the website is being displayed for mobile devices
in figure (b), whereas in figure (a) it is not.

CefRequestHandler we implement the OnBeforeResourceLoad(), which

is invoked every time before a request is sent. During invocation the outgoing

request CefRequest is passed as parameter, which allows us to modify it. The

request contains beside the body, target URL, used HTTP-method also a key-

value store representing the header section of the request. Upon every invocation

we modify the key-value store and overwrite the key User-Agent with the

value Mozilla/5.0 [...] Chrome/71 [...] Mobile [...]. The

latter represents the Chrome browser on the mobile device. The interception

and modification led us to successfully emulate a mobile device from our data

crawler, allowing us to take screenshots from a mobile device.

URL-Datamodule

The URL-Datamodule represents one of the most complex datamodules in the

data crawler. It is responsible for returning a set of valid URLs for a given

website, server and client errors occurred during loading, title, loading time,

and download size of the website. While calculating and returning so many at-

tributes in a single datamodule is contrary to the principles of the datamodule-

system, we had to do the trade-off in order to reduce overall development and
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analysis time. The latter stems from the fact that for every single attribute

we have to create a new browser instance and reload the entire website, which

takes a tremendous amount of computing resources and time. Thus, complex-

ity URL-Datamodule arises by calculating multiple attributes at once and the

usage of different processes and their communication based on Inter Process

Communication.

In general, the URL-Datamodule is executed by invoking the process(url)-

method. Upon successful completion it returns an instance of URLCollec-

tion, which is added to NodeElement and contains previously mentioned

attributes. Similar to other datamodules, we implement CefClient and other

interfaces with our custom implementation and start a browser instance for the

given URL. In the following, we discuss the implementation by elaborating on

each attribute calculation separately.

URLs

The URL-Datamodule has to return valid URLs. This attribute is specified as

following in the specification of dataset version 2 (Section 4.2):

Each edge e represents a possible navigation from web page v1 to v2 [...] and

has the same fully qualified domain name (FQDN).

According to the specification a given URL is only valid, if it is a possible nav-

igation and has the same FQDN. Possible navigation means that only URLs

found as a href-attribute in <a>-tags in the HTML-code of the website can be

considered valid. This follows from the fact that in HTML <a>-tag is the only

tag, which allows the user to navigate to other pages from the current viewed

page. While possible navigation describes where to find valid URLs, equality

in FQDN describes which URLs to choose from a set of URLs. For exam-

ple the FQDN for the URL http://web.samedguener.com/index.html

is web.samedguener.com. While the URL http://web.samedguener-

.com/contact.html found on the website is a valid with web.samedgue-

ner.com as FQDN, http://samedguener.com/ is not with samedgue-

ner.com.

In general, all browsers have a common process to render a website: They

download the source code of the requested web page, parse it, and build the

DOM. The DOM is built and represented as a tree, where nodes are HTML-tags
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and children of a node represent nested HTML-tags. In CEF 3, we are able to

directly access the DOM after a website has finished rendering.

While isLoading-parameter of OnLoadingStateChange()-method in Ce-

fLoadHandler is used for detecting if a given website has finished rendering,

the DOM itself can be accessed by implementing Visit()-method of Cef-

DOMVisitor. Due to the nature of the DOM being built in the render-process,

CefDOMVisitor has to be run in the render-process conversely to CefLoad-

Handler and all other implementations running in the browser-process. There-

fore, we implement OnMessageReceived() of CefRenderProcessHan-

dler respectively running the the render-process to run an instance of Cef-

DOMVisitor. The OnMessageReceived()-method is invoked if the render-

process receives any IPC-message from any other process. CefRenderPro-

cessHandler is responsible for handling render-process-specific implementa-

tions. The user can change the default behaviour by implementing this interface.

Moreover, we implement also OnMessageReceived()-method in CefClient

to receive IPC-messages from the render-process.

Having all important components together, this leads to the following workflow

of the URL-Datamodule:

1. Custom implementation of CefRenderProcessHandler is passed to

CefApp during CEF 3 initialization.

2. In URL-Datamodule a browser instance is created and started with custom

CefClient implementation returning the CefLoadHandler implemen-

tation.

3. Upon successful OnLoadingStateChange() in CefLoadHandler, send

an IPC-message to the render process ultimately invoking OnMessageRe-

ceived() in CefRenderHandler

4. Create instance of custom implemented CefDOMVisitor and execute

application logic.

5. Upon successful URL gathering, send an IPC-message with collected URLs

to browser-process invoking ultimately OnMessageReceived() in Ce-

fClient. Then, return the results as datamodule to the data crawler.

During the execution of OnMessageReceived() in CefRenderProcessHan-

dler we use the passed browser instance to execute our implementation of Cef-

DOMLoader against it (Section 4). The main application logic is then executed
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in Visit(CefDOMDocument)-method of CefDOMVisitor. The passed ar-

gument CefDOMDocument represents the DOM of the current visited website.

Since the DOM is organized as a tree, we use the breadth-first search (Sec-

tion 14) for tree traversal, check each if given node is a <a>-tag and retrieve

the URL from the href-attribute and the URL text if given. Upon retrieval we

filter the URLs having the same FQDN using several regular expressions and

respectively create objects of the class URL. In addition, we use regular expres-

sions to detect whether the given URL has HTTPS enabled and enrich the URL

object with this information. In the end, we return a list of URL objects to the

URL-Datamodule.

Loading Time

OnLoadingStateChange() in CefLoadHandler is invoked if the website

transitions between loading states such as from not being loaded into being

loaded or from being loaded into finished loading. To track the loading time of

the given website, we just stop the time between both transitions and calculate

the difference. We return the loading time back to the URL-Datamodule upon

CefDOMVisitor has returned the valid URLs.

Client and Server Errors

During the loading of a website, the data crawler can face client- and server-

side errors. On the one hand client-side errors are e.g. connection timeout,

connection interruption, endless redirection, or an invalid TLS certificate. They

occur if no successful connection to the website could be established at all.

On the other hand server-side errors are returned by the server and redirected

through the browser instance to the end-user. They occur if a connection to

the server is successful, but the given resource is e.g. not accessible. Server-side

errors are HTTP status codes such as 404 for resource not found.

Client-side errors can be obtained by implementing the OnLoadError()-method

in the CefLoadHandler. It is invoked if no connection could be established

to the server at all. Server-sided errors can be caught by implementing the

OnLoadEnd()-method in the CefLoadHandler. Since client-side and server-

side error can not happen simultaneously, only one of the methods is invoked.

After invocation we save the client-server or the server-side error and return it

to the URL-Datamodule.
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Title

The title of the website can be accessed by implementing the OnTitleChange()-

method of the CefDisplayHandler, which is mainly responsible for handling

the display state of the browser, e.g. browser switching to fullscreen mode.

The custom implementation of CefDisplayHandler is then passed to Cef-

Client. Due to the fact that the OnTitleChange()-method is invoked every

time the title of a website changes, we only use value of the initial invocation

and pass it directly to the URL-Datamodule.

Download Size

The download size of a web page represents the total amount of data downloaded

during the loading of a web page. In general, the process of loading a web

page consists of sending requests to a webserver and receiving responses over

the internet. In our case, the total number of bytes received in the responses

represents the download size of the web page.

CEF allows us to intercept the raw received responses before they are processed

in the render-process of the browser. By implementing the filter()-method

of the CefResponseFilter we add a filter which receives the response be-

forehand, reads the number of bytes received, and forwards the response to the

browser-instance. In general, CefResponseFilter is returned by an instance

of CefRequestHandler, which is passed to CefClient. Before we return

the gathered valid URLs from the URL-Datamodule to the data crawler, we

convert the download size into kilobytes and return it with the other attributes

to the data crawler.

5.4.4 Generating the Graph

For each domain passed to the data crawler, we have to output a graph with

nodes enriched by information from the datamodules. Before we delve into the

concrete implementation of the graph generation process, we will discuss the

output format of the graph, which is later consumed by our ML data input

pipeline.
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Graph Data Format

For each domain we run an independent data crawler instance. This means that

upon successful termination of the data crawler, we will have only printed out

exactly one graph belonging to the passed domain. Following this, we create a

new folder for the processed domain and name the folder after its rank (here

serving as a unique identifier). The graph itself is represented by a file in JSON-

format and named after the Open PageRank rank. While most of the dataset

information can be found in the JSON-file, we save our screenshots for the

domain in the folder called img. We distinguish between desktop and mobile

screenshots by adding the suffix mobile to the name of the mobile screenshots.

Furthermore, we assign an internal ID to each image, specified for each node in

the JSON-file.

The JSON-file consists of an array containing nodes represented as JSON-objects.

Each JSON-object contains mainly attributes calculated by the URL-Datamodule.

Furthermore, each node has an array containing the URLs representing the edges

of the given node. We have to emphasize that only URLs has been taken into

account, which are also represented as nodes in the graph. Listing 2 exemplary

shows the JSON-file for a sample domain, example.com.

1 {
2 "id": 1,

3 "baseUrl": "https://example.com",

4 "client_status" : null,

5 "loading_time": 8822,

6 "server_status": 200,

7 "startNode": true,

8 "size": 1222,

9 "title": "example.com",

10 "urls": [

11 {
12 "url": "https://example.com/2",

13 "url_text": "Second Page"

14 },
15 ...

16 ]

17 },
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18 {
19 "id": 2,

20 "baseUrl": "https://example.com/2",

21 "startNode" : false,

22 ...

23 }

Listing 2: Graph output for the domain example.com. The graph nodes are

JSON-objects in the root array of the JSON-file. The baseUrl-attribute shows

affiliation of the node to the given URL. Futhermore, each JSON-object consists

of attributes mainly calculated in the URL-Datamodule such as client-sided and

server-sided error (here: client status and server status), loading time,

size, and the valid URLs with the URL text. In general, all URLs in the nodes

are represented as nodes in the graph. Finally, each computed URL has an

ID assigned, which represents respectively the name of the screenshots for the

URL.

Process of Graph Generation

The process of the graph generation is done in the Datacrawler-class and

GraphOutput-class, which are responsible for the graph calculation and out-

putting of the graph to the local disk. In general the nodes of the graph are

saved in a key-value data structure, where the key is the URL of the computed

node and the value represents an object of type NodeElement (Section 5.4.3).

NodeElement consists of a simple list of the type DataBase representing at-

tributes calculated by the datamodules such as screenshots or URLs.

Upon the invocation of process(url), the data crawler creates the initial

NodeElement, runs all registered datamodules against the passed domain and

adds the results of the datamodules to the node. Afterwards retrieved URLs

of the current node are accessed and put into a working queue for further com-

putation by the data crawler. Then, we recursively repeat the process for all

elements in the queue until the graph has reached the limit of eight nodes as

specified in dataset version 2 (Section 4.2). Before we hand over the graph to

GraphOutput for outputting it to local disk, we have to remove edges from

the node which direct to no nodes in the graph. This done by going through all

the edges of a node and checking whether the given URL as key is mapped to

a node. If it is not mapped to a key, we remove the edge.
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Upon the removal of arbitrary edges in the graph, we pass our key-value list

to GraphOutput. Then for each element of the list, we calculate the JSON-

object by going through each element of Database in NodeElement and

generate the attribute entry. Afterwards we add the JSON-object to JSON-array

and continue. For the subtype Screenshot of Database, we use OpenCV

to output respective screenshots of the current node. We scale down mobile

screenshots by factor two and desktop screenshots by factor four. Finally, the

screenshots are outputted in JPEG-format with CV IMWRITE JPEG QUALITY

set to 75 out of 100, where the more represents a better quality of the screenshot.

5.4.5 Running the Data Crawler at Scale

It is not sustainable to run the processing sequentially on a single data crawler

instance. This section discusses how we successfully managed to dramatically

reduce the crawling time to 28 hours by scaling the data crawler using Kuber-

netes on Google Cloud Platform.

The next section discusses the experiment we did to get a rough estimate of the

processing time for dataset version 2. Afterwards we discuss the general system

design we created to scale the data crawler. We focus on how we leverage Redis

as a working queue to distribute domains to be analyzed among the data crawler

instances and how we use a network file system to collect the results from all data

crawler instances centrally. Finally, we delve into the data crawler container and

discuss how it consumes work items from our queue.

Processing Time

For scaling the Datacralwer to process 100, 000 domains and generate dataset

version 2, we had to do track the average processing time and required disk

space for each domain beforehand.

For this purpose we run the final version of the data crawler for the following

12 hand-picked domains: sap.com, google.com, samedguener.com, tim-

odenk.com, twitter.com, facebook.com, nationalgeographic.com,

youtube.com, tagesschau.de, cnn.com, nytimes.com, and pornhub.com.

We run the experiment using one data crawler instance on a single CPU clocked

at 2.3 Ghz on Ubuntu 16.04, equipped with 500 Mb of RAM, sufficient disk-

space for the output, and a 100 Mbit internet connection from Karlsruhe. The
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experiment has shown that the data crawler requires on average about 107

seconds for processing a single domain and 244 Kb for the graph. If we estimate

those numbers for 100, 000 domains, the dataset version 2 will take about 2, 972

hours (∼ 123 days) to compute and approximately 25 GB of disk-space.

The selected domains have a strong content delivery network, which that means

that they can serve the website from any geolocation in a reasonable time. We

are aware of this and also strongly assume that the Open PageRank list contains

domains, which do not have a strong content delivery network. Therefore we

consider this experiment a rough estimate to scale the data crawler.

System Design

The high processing time stems from the fact that only a single instance of the

data crawler was used for processing of domains. Fortunately, the problem, the

computation of 100, 000 domains, is parallelizable, thus making the data crawler

horizontally scalable. In our case we define a work item as a single domain, which

has to be analyzed by the data crawler. It follows that we run multiple data

crawler instances, each independently crawling domains and writing the results

to a central storage.

To reduce the total processing time from 2792 hours down to 28 hours, we have

to run a total of 100 data crawler instances simultaneously. If we keep our

previous data crawler resource requirements as given, we require for this plan at

least 50 CPUs, 25 GB of RAM and 1 GBit of network bandwidth (10 MBit per

data crawler). We have to take into account the overhead of scheduling 100 data

crawler instances, distribute work among them, collect the results, and lifecycle-

management. As a result, we decided to use Kubernetes (Section 2.7 explains

the basic concepts) as our workload scheduler, rather than building our own

solution. Kubernetes is able to schedule workloads on multiple compute nodes,

do lifecycle-management e.g. restart crashed applications, and automatically

scale applications to handle large incoming workloads.

In general, we provision our Kubernetes cluster using Google Kubernetes En-

gine, which provides managed Kubernetes clusters. Thanks to Google Cloud

Platform our cluster has access to the internal Docker registry, where we pro-

vide and push images of our data crawler and Redis. Those, images are later

used by Kubernetes to create containers and run our workload. Before we deploy

any instance of data crawler, we prepare the cluster by mounting a permanent

disk. The permanent disk will be the central place, where results of the data
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crawler are stored. Since we will run multiple workloads distributed among a

set of compute nodes, we are not able to mount our central disk to each of them.

Therefore, we deploy a Network File System (NFS) provisioner and mount our

central disk to it. The NFS provisionier is responsible for dynamically provi-

sioning new volumes for anybody who requests disk space from the central disk.

Afterwards we deploy Redis as a key-value store from the official Docker reg-

istry. It will be used by us to push and consume work items, in our case the

domain to be analyzed and respective rank. Before we deploy the data crawler

instances, we create a queue in Redis and fill it with the rank and domain

name separated by comma. Finally, we deploy a set of data crawlers from our

custom data crawler image, which will request a new volume from the NFS

provisioner and start to process work items from the queue until the queue is

empty. Upon each successfully analysis, the data crawlers will output the results

to its provisioned volume.

Once completed, the central storage can be mounted to a arbitrary virtual

machine to retrieve the dataset.

Data Crawler as a Container

As discussed in earlier sections, Kubernetes is only able to schedule containers,

not directly applications such as our data crawler. Simply illustrated a container

represents an isolated subsystem of the host system where it is run. In contrast

to a virtual machine, a container shares the same hardware and kernel of the

host system. The isolation consists of isolating processes from the host system

to the container and vice versa. Within a container the user is able to run

multiple applications as they would usually do on the host system.

The data crawler container is created during the deployment by the Kubernetes

cluster from a custom Docker image, which can be found in our internal Docker

registry in Google Cloud Platform. We locally build the data crawler for Linux,

pack it to a Linux Docker image on our local development machine and push

it to our internal Docker registry on Google Cloud Platform.

We request the deployment of 100 data crawler instances, Kubernetes tries to

allocate the resources required per data crawler. We define those requirements

within the request. In our case if Kubernetes fails to allocate required resources,

it automatically provisions new compute nodes to deploy the data crawler until

the deployment is successful. Upon successful allocation, Kubernetes requests

and mounts a volume from the NFS provisioner to /opt/apt/datacrawler-
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Google Cloud Platform

Datacrawler Instance 
Container-Optimized OS

Datacrawler Cluster 
Kubernetes

               Redis Work Queue
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Container Registry
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Compute Engine
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Architecture: Running the Datacrawler at Scale

Figure 17: Illustration of the system design of the data crawler Kubernetes
cluster on Google Cloud Platform. It shows that the data crawler Kubernetes
cluster consists mainly of three applications: The Redis-queue which represents
a work queue filled with domain work items to be analyzed. The Network
File System provisioner is mainly responsible for providing volume claims for
data crawler instances from the central storage. The data crawler is deployed
as a container from the internal Docker registry. The data crawler itself is
executed, wrapped by a Python application, which represents the link between
the Redis-queue and the data crawler. It retrieves work items from the queue,
starts the data crawler, and confirms the work item upon successful analysis.
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data/, which represents the location where results should be saved to. After-

wards the container is being started with the Python-file worker.py as entry-

point. worker.py is mainly responsible to be the tie between the Redis work

queue and the data crawler instances. It connects with the Redis-instance in

the cluster, accepts new work items, starts a data crawler instance for each work

item and passes the rank and domain using environment variables to the data

crawler. Once the data crawler exits successfully, it confirms the work item and

removes it from our work queue. We repeat this process until the Redis work

queue is empty.

5.4.6 Data Crawler Evaluation

The main goal of the data crawler was to generate dataset version 1 and 2

according to the specifications described in Section 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

During the runs of the data crawler, we faced serious difficulties in running

the data crawler stable at scale. It required multiple restarts for both dataset

versions to crawl 100, 000 domains.

In fact, local experiments showed that we were successfully able to scale the data

crawler and crawl a subset of domains for both dataset versions (100 domains

with 10 data crawler instances) without using Kubernetes and a work queue.

The results of our local experiments, however, did not reflect our results in

Kubernetes on Google Cloud Platform. In both dataset versions the Redis

work queue was unstable due to the large amount of incoming requests. It

occasionally crashed and stopped the whole crawling process. We were not able

to find the root cause within the short time frame and sticked to our approach

of restarting until we crawled all domains.

In addition to our work queue, the data crawler has also shown instabilities re-

garding the generation of the mobile and desktop screenshots. On average 10 to

15% of the domains the data crawler delivered all-black or all-white screenshots.

We strongly assume that this is caused by malfunction of the data crawler. We

answered this occurrence by analyzing all samples in both datasets and remov-

ing all domains having only black and white screenshots. We strongly assume

that the removal has little impact on our research.

In the end, the data crawler has delivered 83,296 valid samples for dataset

version 1 and 87,629 valid samples for dataset version 2.
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6 Results

We report results on the pairwise page rank estimation task and compare several

variants of our models with each other. As a reference point we consider the

human score on the task as well.

Our best model on dataset version 2 is a GN with six core blocks (dubbed

[6-core] in the following). It is processing graphs with feature vector tuples of

dfeatvec = 32 with an encoder, six core, and one decoder block. It achieved a

test accuracy of 62.68% (train accuracy is at 63.10%). That is 4.88% percentage

points better than the human score and 12.68% above random guessing.

Our accuracies on dataset version 1 were around 56%. In favor of version 2 we

did not perform extensive experiments and hyperparameter tuning. It served

solely as our experimentation basis where we validated the usefulness of the

feature extractor architecture and experimented with different ranking losses.

Most likely, more tuning would lead to an improvement in accuracy.

6.1 Task and Setup

In the pairwise page rank estimation task, the model (or human) is asked

to make a guess about the relative ordering of two samples G(i) and G(j) drawn

from a subset of the page rank dataset. There are three possible answers: (1)

both samples have the same rank, (2) sample G(i) has a higher rank than G(j),

and (3) sample G(j) has a lower rank than G(i). A guess is either right or wrong,

depending on the rank ground truth, i.e. r(i) and r(j).

Given multiple answers to pairwise ranking questions, the accuracy can be com-

puted as described in Equation 27. This accuracy is the main evaluation metric

we report in this section and the comparison of models is also based on it. We

disregard answer (1) because it is trivial to the model (and to a human). The

accuracy metric works accordingly.

Unless indicated otherwise, we train with the following configuration:

• Dataset version 2 (Section 4.2), split into train, validation, and test set.

We train on 60% of the dataset, tune hyperparameters on 20% (valida-

tion), and use the remaining 20% for final performance reporting. The

samples are assigned to the dataset splits across all ranks. E.g. we do

not use a specific range of ranks as our test set. See Listing 3 for the
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dataset splitting algorithm. All accuracy scores are computed on unseen

test samples; exceptions are specified.

We report results on version 2 because the first version served the purpose

of finding architectures for the feature extractor and experimenting with

different ranking losses. Version 1 can be seen as a subset of version 2 and

is therefore of less interest.

• Parameters are updated by the Adam optimizer [KB14], parameterized

with learning rate η = 5× 10−6, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8. We

do not use weight decay as overfitting was not an issue. The learning rate

is kept constant throughout the training.

• We employ dropout [Sri+14] at a rate of pdrop = 0.1.

• Screenshots, both desktop and mobile, are normalized across all three

channels (RGB) to have a mean of 0.5 and standard deviation of 0.5. No

other data augmentation is used.

• The weighting function is disabled, i.e. wb(·) = 1.

• The feature vector dimensionality is set to dfeatvec = 32. We suspect this

dimensionality to be high enough to allow for the compression of rank

related image features. Within this work we did not tune this hyperpa-

rameter to find the optimal dimensionality.

• The training machine is equipped with an AMD Ryzen 5 1600 six-core

processor and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 with 4039 MB of RAM.

6.2 Human Evaluation

Many ML algorithms are developed to imitate and automate human like behav-

ior on a hard problem, e.g. action recognition [Gu+18]. Human performance is

often seen as the baseline for machine learning algorithms to outperform. We

determine the performance of humans on vision-based page rank estimation and

compare our ML models to it.

The human performance on page rank estimation is measured solely based on

the look of websites. In our experimental setup each test person has to select

the website with the higher rank from a pair of distinct, randomly chosen web-

sites from dataset version 2. To reduce the distortion in our results caused by

additional knowledge other than the screenshots of the website, we advised the
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Person Sample count n Accuracy
#1 100 60.00%
#2 100 64.00%
#3 100 58.00%
#4 100 57.00%
#4 100 62.00%
#4 500 56.80%
#5 100 56.00%
#6 100 60.00%
#7 300 51.67%
#8 200 57.00%
#9 200 54.00%

Table 5: Experimental results of humans on page the rank estimation task. The
scores range from 51.67% to 64%; the mean score over all people is 57.8%.

test people to skip websites they know. The selection is based on all mobile

and desktop screenshots of the given websites from the dataset, without knowl-

edge of domain names. For each test person we calculate the accuracy from the

number of correctly ranked website pairs and count the total number of pairs

which were shown during the evaluation to each test person. In general there

is no time limit for the decision making and the test is repeated for n pairs.

The whole evaluation took place in a web application developed just for that

purpose, described in Section 5.3.

We evaluated a total of 11 test people regarding their performance on estimating

the pairwise page rank of websites, who, taken all together, saw 1900 website

pairs. The average performance of our test people is 57.8%, with accuracies

ranging from 51.67% to 63%.

Using a Z-test we ensure our test people are performing better than random

guessing (which is equivalent to an accuracy of 50%) and the accuracies are

not compromised by noise with a significance level of p � 1%. Due to Central

Limit Theorem we can assume that our data underlies a normal distribution.

In addition, we ensure the best ML model outperforms humans, using a Welch’s

t-student test with p� 1%.

After an experiment, each test person was asked about the criteria they had

used during the evaluation, to rate websites. Below is a summarization:

• Positive factors, i.e. websites meeting those criteria are assumed by the

test people to have a higher rank: responsive and modern look; official,
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game, news, and personal content; high-content density; matching colors;

professional look; article-like.

• Negative factors, i.e. websites meeting those criteria are assumed by

the test people to have a lower rank: unresponsive and old look; low-

content density; personal sites of seemingly unpopular people; websites

with domain parking or error placeholders; error pages (e.g. status codes

404 or 500).

The listed criteria clearly show that the test people did not estimate the page

rank solely based on aspects in vision, but also using the content and errors

they saw. Responsiveness refers to a website’s optimization for different screen

sizes, in our case that is mobile and desktop screens. In addition, another major

factor was the type of the given website. For instance news, games, and official

websites were clearly ranked above the other sample more often.

The human evaluation gives us a human baseline to compare our model to.

It is also helpful because it gives us a rough idea of the task’s difficulty. We

emphasize that the test people primarily decided based on their prior-experience

and perception of good and bad websites, which is ultimately distorted by the

common perception and understanding of websites in 2019. Opposed to the ML

model they did not spend time looking through a training subset of the dataset

before taking the test.

6.3 Methods of Training

When introducing our model in Section 3 we enumerated three different methods

of training it (end-to-end training [e2e], pre-training without fine-tuning [woft],

and pre-training with fine-tuning [wft]). Due to GPU memory constraints, the

training modes [e2e] and [wft] allow for a maximum batch size of two, which

is seemingly harmful to proper gradient approximation. Besides that, both

training modes require gradient propagation through the GN part of the model

which is relatively slow. We therefore use [woft] in all experiments.

For [woft] we attach a linear layer to the screenshot feature extractor and train

it to output a scalar that ranks web pages. That way the model has only access

to individual images without any context (such as screenshots of other pages,

mobile/desktop in parallel, or graph edges). The loss function of Equation 24 is

slightly modified to account for the variable number of screenshots per dataset
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Mode Accuracy
Random guessing 50.0%
Human 57.8%
[woft] 60.7%
[woft] + GN 62.7%

Table 6: Performance on dataset version 2. Human is the human baseline we
compare to. Pre-training without fine-tuning [woft] is CNN-based per-image
estimation of ranks. [woft] + GN is a combination of CNN feature extraction
and GN, which achieves the best results, with +12.7% above random guessing
and +4.9% above the human score.

sample: We weigh the loss with the inverse number of screenshots a sample

contains, so the rank prediction of a sample with a single web page has the

same contribution to the loss as a sample with e.g. eight screenshots combined.

After convergence of the feature extractor we compute all feature vectors for the

entire dataset and use them as input to the GN part of our model. That way we

reduce the computational overhead significantly by bypassing the CNN in the

GN training. This gives us headroom for a greater number of experiments with

different GN variants. The cached feature graphs have a size of several hundred

MB for the entire dataset.

The results of [woft] without GN and [woft] with GN are compared to the human

baseline in Table 6. The GN improves the performance of plain [woft] by 2%,

which corresponds to a relative improvement of 18.7% when considering random

guessing at 50% as the baseline.

6.4 Weighting Function

Our loss term contains a weighting function wb (Equation 25), parameterized

by a base parameter b. We evaluate its effect and helpfulness by fine tuning a

GN attached to a pre-trained feature extractor. For computation reasons, the

feature extractor is pre-trained with w10, so b is only varied for the GN training.

We initially expected the weighting function to aid generalization, however,

results indicated it was rather useless. We therefore ran another training of

the feature extractor with a constant weighting of wb(·) = 1 for all samples,

which exceeded the feature extractor with weighting function by more than two

percent. The results can be found in Table 7.

It can be concluded that a rank-based weighting as defined in Equation 25 does
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Feat. extr. Weighting Accuracy
wb(·) = 1 59.79%

b = 1 59.83%
b = 10 b = 2 59.80%

b = 10 59.85%
b = 100 59.82%

wb(·) = 1 wb(·) = 1 62.55%

Table 7: Effect of the sample weighting function. The accuracies were deter-
mined in a two step procedure: (1) training of a screenshot feature extractor
with a certain weighting function (left column) and subsequent (2) training of a
GN attached to it with another weighting function (middle column). The best
accuracy is achieved when setting the weighting function to be wb(·) = 1 for all
samples.

neither improve accuracy, nor generalization, as measured by our particular

definition of accuracy. It must, however, be noted that in practical applications

the correct relative ranking of higher ranked samples is often more important,

see e.g. [Pas+18]. In such cases usage of the weighting function should be

considered.

In early experiments with dataset version 1 we found the training function

helpful when training with pointwise ranking loss. It improved the variance

of the model output which would otherwise find a sweet spot at constantly

predicting a relatively low rank for any sample.

6.5 GN Variants

We compare several GN variants with each other. The GN framework intro-

duced in Section 2.2 allows for great flexibility. We have decided to use a

combination of encoder, core, and decoder, as presented in Section 3.2. We

compare the following GN variants to each other, all trained in [woft] fashion.

Results are listed in Table 8.

• [baseline+avg]: The baseline multiplies a weight matrix with all node

feature vectors in the graph independently, converting them into scalars.

The scalars are then averaged, yielding the global state, which is the net-

work output. Mathematically spoken, the node update function is the one

stated in Equation 17, the node aggregation is ρv→u(V′) = avg(V′), and

the final global state is computed as φu(e′, v,u) = v.
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GN variant Accuracy Relative #Params #Blocks
[woft] 60.65% 0% 0 0
[baseline+avg] 62.20% +14.55% 65 1
[baseline+max] 61.87% +11.46% 65 1
[1-core] 62.50% +17.37% 41, 217 3
[3-core] 62.55% +17.84% 123, 521 5
[3-core-shared] 62.51% +17.46% 41, 217 5
[6-core] 62.68% +19.06% 246, 977 8

Table 8: Comparison of GN variants. [woft] is the CNN applied per image. An
accuracy of 50% corresponds to random guessing which is why we compare the
model’s relative differences. [woft] has an absolute improvement of 10.65% over
random guessing and e.g. [baseline+avg] improves over it ([woft]) by a relative
17.84% (it is 12.55% above random guessing). The number of parameters is for
the GN only, the CNN is omitted. The number of blocks are GN blocks. The
best model is a GN with six core blocks which do not share weights. Edges were
left as-is, i.e. [default], see Section 6.6, except for [6-core] they are removed.

This architecture can be seen as a baseline because it does not exploit any

graph information and merges the information extracted from the pages

in the simplest possible way. Each pages is regarded separately and the

final website score is an average of the page-wise estimates.

• [baseline+max]: Same as [baseline+avg] except the node aggregation is

ρv→u(V′) = max(V′). Both [baseline+avg] and this variant do not make

use of graph structure information, i.e. edges or number of nodes.

• [1-core]: GN with encoder, single core, and decoder block.

• [3-core]: Same as [1-core], except the core block is replicated three times

without weight sharing.

• [3-core-shared]: Same as [3-core], except the core blocks share weights.

• [6-core]: Deeper version of [3-core] but with edges removed, i.e. [no-

edges]. Further, this model was trained without dropout and a slightly

lower learning rate of η = 2× 10−6.

The best performing GN is a encoder-core-decoder architecture with six core

blocks. The core blocks do not share their weights. The model improves over

the [woft] baseline by a relative 19.06%.
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Edge information Test acc. Train acc.
[no-edges] 62.57% 62.95%
[default] 62.55% 62.94%
[bi-directional] 62.56% 62.92%
[full] 62.55% 62.94%

Table 9: Comparison of trainings with different edge information. The four
versions differ insignificantly, suggesting the GN cannot use the hyperlink infor-
mation to improve the accuracy score.

6.6 Graph Structure Usage

We seek to understand the extent of graph structure usage. Recall that the GN

variants [baseline+avg] and [baseline+max] do not make use of edge informa-

tion. An edge corresponds to a hyperlink between two nodes. We analyze how

much the graph structure aids correct page rank estimation.

The graphs, as yielded by the dataset, contain directed edges connecting web

pages that link to each other. Besides that every graph is extended with reflex-

ive edges, i.e. every node points to itself, to prevent a division by zero when

averaging. We alter the graph structure to analyze its impact on ranking accu-

racy. We use the model [3-core] for these experiments because with its depth

of three core blocks it is capable of performing message passing between nodes.

The results of these experiments are listed in Table 9.

• [no-edges]: Remove all but the reflexive edges from the graph.

• [default]: Use directed edges. This is the default variant as the graphs

yielded by the dataset are not altered except for the mandatory addition

of reflexive edges.

• [bi-directional]: For every edge, add a new directed edge pointing into

the opposite direction. That way nodes are not only affected by who is

referencing them but also by who they reference.

• [full]: The graph is fully connected, i.e. every node points to every other

node.

All four versions have an equal performance on both, test and train data. This

strongly suggests that the hyperlink information, as present in our dataset, is

not correlated with the rank, unless our GN was not capable of learning the

correlation.
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7 Discussion and Analysis

In this section we discuss our results and compare them to the human score.

We elaborate on potential limiting factors, which may be capping the maxi-

mum achievable accuracy. Furthermore, we analyze the model internals, try to

interpret them, and distinguish between hard and easy samples in the dataset.

7.1 Accuracy

The page rank estimation task is difficult. Our model is provided with screen-

shots of up to eight web pages of a domain as well as their link structure. Given

two samples of that kind, guessing the relative ranking is hard. In the real

world, a website’s popularity depends on many factors other than its look. By

achieving accuracies significantly beyond random guessing (50%), we do however

show that a website’s look correlates to some extent with its rank. Obviously, a

deduction on the causal relationship between look and rank (or the other way

around?) would be purely speculative.

The human score gives an idea of the performance of our model. Even though the

model achieves super-human results, it seems unlikely that more sophisticated

methods can push the accuracy much further to, say, 90%. We suspect the

upper limit of purely vision-based rank estimation to be below 70%.

Another aspect of difficulty is noise in the dataset: When crawling and screen-

shotting 100k websites, some errors are almost inevitable. A small but not

negligible percentage of our data is therefore corrupt, e.g. because the website

has not finished loading by the time we took the screenshot. Consequently, our

model is confronted with all- or almost all-black screenshots occasionally, which

harms the training process.

It is noteworthy that the dataset size was sufficient to prevent our CNN archi-

tecture from overfitting. We saw no need to make use of regularization methods

such as weight decay or data augmentation because the accuracy on training

and validation data was almost the same throughout all training runs. We

therefore suspect that a model with greater capacity might be able to capture

more fine-grained details of screenshots, thereby achieving a higher accuracy.

The accuracy score as proposed in Equation 27 has some unfairness to it, be-

cause the distance of two compared samples is disregarded. For example, a

erroneous assessment of the relative ranking of two samples with ranks #12,000
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Figure 18: Mean accuracy of samples within certain rank ranges. To compute
the data points, batches of samples of 4k ranks were grouped and the mean
accuracy was computed. There is a clear tendency of samples in the middle to
be harder to classify than samples on the extreme ends of the rank spectrum.
The reason for the spike for ranks between 88k and 92k is unknown to us.
The model used to create the plot is [baseline+avg] with weighting function,
its performance on the entire test set is indicated by the dashed, horizontal
line. The train set points tends to behave similarly as the test set points. At
low ranks, the model is significantly better on the training data which may be
attributed to the rank dependent weighting function (see Section 3.3).

and #12,001 is contributing to the accuracy just like the confusion of samples

with ranks #1,000 and #25,000, even though the latter should presumably be

easier to disentangle. Figure 18 supports this hypothesis by plotting the mean

accuracy against the sample rank. Samples at the end of the spectrum tend to

have considerably higher accuracy scores than the ones in the middle, because

on average they are juxtaposed to samples with a rank further away from them

than samples in the middle. Note that an improvement from 58% to 64% is an

improvement by a factor of two, because random guessing is at 50%. Alternative

accuracy metric formulations could take the difficulty of a pairwise comparison

into account.

In summary, we can strongly assume that a correlation between page rank and
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Activation map Desktop size Mobile size
Input 270× 480× 3 333× 187× 3
Block1 266× 476× 32 329× 183× 32
Block2 129× 234× 64 160× 87× 64
Block3 39× 74× 128 49× 25× 128
Block4 9× 20× 256 12× 4× 256

Table 10: Size of the feature extractor activation feature maps for mobile and
desktop screenshots. Dimensions are listed in order h × w × c, where h is the
height, w the width, and c the number of channels.

visual features exists. Our model was able to learn features and make use of

them to solve the pairwise ranking task with an accuracy of 62.68%. Based on

the assumption that an upper limit below 70% exists, which cannot be exceeded

by purely vision-based models, the outcomes of our trainings are a success.

7.2 Model Understanding

Besides ranking websites, our model has the practical purpose of yielding some-

what interpretable information. In this section we try to understand the model

internals and its behavior, and deduce information therefrom.

While it is a common method to look at the kernels of CNNs (see e.g. Figure

3 in [KSH12]), this approach is not reasonably applicable to our architecture

because our filter tensors have a spatial dimensionality of at most 3×3. Instead,

we analyze the CNN feature maps and retrieve hard and easy samples.

Activation maps are internal representations (latent variables) of an input

at intermediate stages of a deep model. Specifically, we consider the input as

such, as well as the activations of the CNN blocks Block1, Block2, Block3, and

Block4 (before pooling and application of the ReLU activation function). The

dimensionalities of these tensors are listed in Table 10.

A qualitative analysis of the activation maps suggests that the model learns to

discriminate different common elements of web pages such as natural images or

text. We have observed some filters to get excited by layout elements like edges

and corners. Figure 19 shows some cherry-picked filters from all layers.

We introduce the notion of hard and easy samples. A hard sample from

the dataset is characterized by the property that a given model’s estimation of

its rank diverges significantly from its actual rank. This can be quantized by
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Figure 19: Cherry-picked activation maps of the CNN for sample #28073. Top
to bottom: Input, Block1, Block2, Block3, and Block4. The first row shows
the three color channels of a desktop screenshot. The second rows (Block 1)
resembles the original image still very much because the receptive field of the
convolution has not grown very much yet. The right-most filter in Block 2 seems
to detect the look of natural images. It gets excited in areas of text and where
the center image is positioned on the website. In contrast, the filter in the middle
fires at places where text is present, but has lower activation magnitudes in the
image areas. The left-most filter in Block 3 is excited by text. The left-most
filter in Block 4 was triggered by the column layout of the site. It has a column
of white pixels in the area where the side-bar is located. The same filters are
visualized for two other websites in the appendix in Figures 24 and 25.
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evaluating Equation 28 (inference) and comparing the inferred rank with the

ground-truth rank. Samples for which the difference is large are considered hard,

because the model has trouble estimating their rank properly. Easy samples are

the opposite: Relative to the other samples in the dataset, the model is capable

of predicting the correct ranking relatively often.

Hard and easy samples have qualitative meaning because they are representative

for websites of their particular rank: Give for instance an easy sample with a

high rank, it can be assumed that this sample is representative for high ranked

websites. A hard sample with a high rank might have attained its rank for

reasons other than its look. On the other hand, easy samples with low rank are

representative for websites with a low rank. By comparing easy samples with

high/low rank we can distill the visual difference between high and low ranked

websites. Note that this is more sophisticated than looking only at the pure

dataset, i.e. comparing high-ranked samples with low-ranked samples, because

the model acts as a filter, extracting visually representative samples.

We split the test dataset ranks into 25 bins (each containing 4k samples) and

search for the hardest and easiest sample in each of those bins. The first desktop

screenshot of each of those samples is depicted in Figure 20 (50 screenshots

in total). We have noticed that samples in the middle of the spectrum had

accuracies much closer to 50%. For instance, the easiest sample in the bin

r(i) ∈ {44000, . . . , 47999} (which is i = 44064) has an accuracy of just 62.83%.

All maximum/mininum accuracies vs. ranks can be seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 20: Easy (left in each column) and hard (right in each column) sam-
ples across all ranks from high (top-left) to low (bottom-right); best seen on a
computer screen. The images are the hardest/easiest samples in rank-bins of
size 4000. Each image corresponds to one cross-mark in Figure 21. Some easy
samples at the lower end of the rank specturm have gray placeholder sites or
godaddy placeholder content. The godaddy placeholder occurs four times, as
an easy sample in the right-most column (fourth and fifth from the top) and
as a hard sample in the middle and left-most column. Hard samples with high
ranks look rather bad to a human as well, e.g. a 404 page, a gray login screen,
or a directory listing.
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Figure 21: Min/max accuracy of samples in bins of size 4000 plotted against
their rank. It is apparent that the model struggles at estimating the rank
of samples in the middle correctly, because it is harder. Take for instance the
sample with the highest rank: The model could theoretically easily achieve 100%
accuracy by predicting a high value for it. Likewise, it can constantly predict a
low value for it, making it a hard sample (accuracy 0%). This trivial predicting
gets harder as the ranks diverge from the ends of the spectrum. The solid lines
indicate where the trivial bound lies; for a randomly initialized model maximum
and minimum would (in the expected value) lay on the trivial bound. Crosses
exceeding the solid lines (i.e. crosses above or below the surface enclosed by
them) are better than the trivial guessing. It is important to note though, that
the samples are drawn from the test set, so the model has not seen them before.
The horizontal, dashed line marks the average model performance on the test
set. The maximum accuracy for samples around r = 0.5 is only slightly above
60%. We see this as an indicator for the difficulty of the task, supporting our
speculation that the maximum achievable accuracy (based on visual features)
is below 70%.
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8 Conclusion

8.1 Summary

So far it is unknown whether a domain rank can be predicted using methods of

ML, in particular CNNs and GNs. In this work we have defined the novel task

of vision-based page rank estimation, where a model has to output the rank

of a web domain based on screenshots of its web pages and graph information

of the hyperlinks connecting them. Our concrete formulation was a pairwise

comparison: In the beginning of our study it was unknown to us whether, and

if so to what extent, the task could be solved. We consider our work a feasibility

study, seeking to find a potential correlation between domain rank and web page

look.

We have created a comprehensive data set and collected data for 87,629 of the

top 100,000 most popular global websites, according to Open PageRank. Each

sample of the dataset corresponds to one domain, represented by a graph of up

to eight web pages, attributed with screenshots in mobile and desktop format.

For each hyperlink one edge is added to the graph. The total number of images

is around one million. To crawl such a huge amount of web pages within a

reasonable amount of time, we have developed a scalable data crawler relying

on the Chromium web browser. We support future research in the area of page

rank estimation by open-sourcing the data set.

Our best performing model achieves an accuracy of 62.68% on the pairwise

web page ranking task. The significant deviation from the trivial baseline of

random guessing (50%) indicates the existence of a correlation between rank and

visual appearance. This is the main finding of our work. The model has super-

human performance in that it exceeds the human benchmark by an absolute

4.88 percentage points.

We have achieved the scores by combining CNNs for image feature extraction

with GNs for graph data processing. The latter handle the heterogenous, graph-

like structure of data set samples gracefully. The combination of CNN and GN

has proven to be a powerful way of dealing with feature rich, graph-like data.
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8.2 Future Work

While carrying out the research and experiments of this project, we have touched

several aspects qualifying as topics for future work. They are listed in the

following.

Our model did not overfit on the training samples of the dataset. It is therefore

likely that it was not able to extract all fine-grained features that correlate

with page ranks. The use of higher capacity models might help improve the

accuracy on the task even more.

Besides model capacity, the model architecture was not subject of extensive

empirical evaluation in this work. We started off by building a variant of the

CNN proposed by [Bel17] and altered it only slightly to work well with the

resolution of our images. Different architectures might achieve better results on

the task.

Due to GPU memory limitations and the implementation of our GN library, we

were not able to train end-to-end with a batch size greater than two. Increasing

the batch size, however, would lead to better estimations of the true gradient

of the overall objective. Instead of training the [woft] + GN configuration, the

model could then be trained end-to-end [e2e] which would likely improve the

accuracy even more.

Our dataset is a rich resource which could be used for other tasks as well. For

instance a GAN [Goo+14] could be trained to generate realistic websites.

The page rank estimation tasks could be extended such that the model has access

to information other than screenshots and links. The GN framework

seems particularly appealing for such as an extension because it is naturally

capable of dealing with text of variable length or HTML source code as well.

The text could be embedded into a vector representation (e.g. using GloVe word

embeddings [PSM14]) and would simply extend the graph nodes by another

attribute.

The pairwise loss term and the accuracy metric do not regard the difficulty

of a particular pairwise comparison. More sophisticated versions of Equations 24

and 27 could e.g. ignore all samples within a certain range around a given

sample. A wrong estimation of the samples #40,000 and #40,001 would not be

penalized any longer, which seems intuitively reasonable.

Section 5.1.4 mentions future work related to the GraphNets library.
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A Notation

This section introduces the mathematical notations used throughout this doc-

ument. It is taken from the book Deep Learning by Goodfellow, Bengio, and

Courville (2016).

Numbers and Arrays

a A scalar (integer or real)

a A vector

A A matrix

A A tensor

In Identity matrix with n rows and n columns

I Identity matrix with dimensionality implied by context

e(i) Standard basis vector [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0] with a 1 at

position i

diag(a) A square, diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given

by a

a A scalar random variable

a A vector-valued random variable

A A matrix-valued random variable
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Sets and Graphs

A A set

R The set of real numbers

{0, 1} The set containing 0 and 1

{0, 1, . . . , n} The set of all integers between 0 and n

[a, b] The real interval including a and b

(a, b] The real interval excluding a but including b

A\B Set subtraction, i.e., the set containing the elements of

A that are not in B

G A graph

PaG(xi) The parents of xi in G

Indexing

ai Element i of vector a, with indexing starting at 1

a−i All elements of vector a except for element i

Ai,j Element i, j of matrix A

Ai,: Row i of matrix A

A:,i Column i of matrix A

Ai,j,k Element (i, j, k) of a 3-D tensor A

A:,:,i 2-D slice of a 3-D tensor

ai Element i of the random vector a

Linear Algebra Operations

A> Transpose of matrix A

A+ Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A

A�B Element-wise (Hadamard) product of A and B

det(A) Determinant of A
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Calculus
dy

dx
Derivative of y with respect to x

∂y

∂x
Partial derivative of y with respect to x

∇xy Gradient of y with respect to x

∇Xy Matrix derivatives of y with respect to X

∇Xy Tensor containing derivatives of y with respect to X

∂f

∂x
Jacobian matrix J ∈ Rm×n of f : Rn → Rm

∇2
xf(x) or H(f)(x) The Hessian matrix of f at input point x∫

f(x)dx Definite integral over the entire domain of x∫
S
f(x)dx Definite integral with respect to x over the set S

Probability and Information Theory

a⊥b The random variables a and b are independent

a⊥b | c They are conditionally independent given c

P (a) A probability distribution over a discrete variable

p(a) A probability distribution over a continuous variable,

or over a variable whose type has not been specified

a ∼ P Random variable a has distribution P

Ex∼P [f(x)] or Ef(x) Expectation of f(x) with respect to P (x)

Var(f(x)) Variance of f(x) under P (x)

Cov(f(x), g(x)) Covariance of f(x) and g(x) under P (x)

H(x) Shannon entropy of the random variable x

DKL(P‖Q) Kullback-Leibler divergence of P and Q

N (x;µ,Σ) Gaussian distribution over x with mean µ and covari-

ance Σ
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Functions

f : A→ B The function f with domain A and range B

f ◦ g Composition of the functions f and g

f(x;θ) A function of x parametrized by θ. (Sometimes we

write f(x) and omit the argument θ to lighten nota-

tion)

log x Natural logarithm of x

σ(x) Logistic sigmoid,
1

1 + exp(−x)

ζ(x) Softplus, log(1 + exp(x))

||x||p Lp norm of x

||x|| L2 norm of x

x+ Positive part of x, i.e., max(0, x)

1condition is 1 if the condition is true, 0 otherwise

Sometimes we use a function f whose argument is a scalar but apply it to a

vector, matrix, or tensor: f(x), f(X), or f(X). This denotes the application of

f to the array element-wise. For example, if C = σ(X), then Ci,j,k = σ(Xi,j,k)

for all valid values of i, j and k.

Datasets and Distributions

pdata The data generating distribution

p̂data The empirical distribution defined by the training set

X A set of training examples

x(i) The i-th example (input) from a dataset

y(i) or y(i) The target associated with x(i) for supervised learning

X The m×n matrix with input example x(i) in row Xi,:
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B Graph Networks

GM<latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit>

GN1<latexit sha1_base64="oAmr7/S238q10w2wEvXkfEGmAr8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUBcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72d9r1+uuFV3DrRKvJxUIEejX/7qDSKSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tN56Bk6s8oAhZGyTxo0V39vpFhoPRWBncxC6mUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJLFoTDhyEQoawANmKLE8KklmChmsyIywgoTY3sq2RK85S+vktZF1XOr3sNlpX6d11GEEziFc/CgBnW4gwY0gcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WowUn3zmGP3A+fwCg3ZH4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oAmr7/S238q10w2wEvXkfEGmAr8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUBcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72d9r1+uuFV3DrRKvJxUIEejX/7qDSKSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tN56Bk6s8oAhZGyTxo0V39vpFhoPRWBncxC6mUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJLFoTDhyEQoawANmKLE8KklmChmsyIywgoTY3sq2RK85S+vktZF1XOr3sNlpX6d11GEEziFc/CgBnW4gwY0gcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WowUn3zmGP3A+fwCg3ZH4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oAmr7/S238q10w2wEvXkfEGmAr8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUBcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72d9r1+uuFV3DrRKvJxUIEejX/7qDSKSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tN56Bk6s8oAhZGyTxo0V39vpFhoPRWBncxC6mUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJLFoTDhyEQoawANmKLE8KklmChmsyIywgoTY3sq2RK85S+vktZF1XOr3sNlpX6d11GEEziFc/CgBnW4gwY0gcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WowUn3zmGP3A+fwCg3ZH4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oAmr7/S238q10w2wEvXkfEGmAr8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUBcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72d9r1+uuFV3DrRKvJxUIEejX/7qDSKSCCoN4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOiv1Ek1jTMZ4SLuWSiyo9tN56Bk6s8oAhZGyTxo0V39vpFhoPRWBncxC6mUvE//zuokJr/yUyTgxVJLFoTDhyEQoawANmKLE8KklmChmsyIywgoTY3sq2RK85S+vktZF1XOr3sNlpX6d11GEEziFc/CgBnW4gwY0gcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WowUn3zmGP3A+fwCg3ZH4</latexit>

GN2<latexit sha1_base64="pet508CCa1uIZM8cv8xqNGylB9w=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUQRcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72f9Wr9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG0QkEVQawrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFbqJZrGmIzxkHYtlVhQ7afz0DN0ZpUBCiNlnzRorv7eSLHQeioCO5mF1MteJv7ndRMTXvkpk3FiqCSLQ2HCkYlQ1gAaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxvZUsiV4y19eJa1a1XOr3sNFpX6d11GEEziFc/DgEupwBw1oAoEneIZXeHMmzovz7nwsRgtOvnMMf+B8/gCiYZH5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pet508CCa1uIZM8cv8xqNGylB9w=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUQRcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72f9Wr9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG0QkEVQawrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFbqJZrGmIzxkHYtlVhQ7afz0DN0ZpUBCiNlnzRorv7eSLHQeioCO5mF1MteJv7ndRMTXvkpk3FiqCSLQ2HCkYlQ1gAaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxvZUsiV4y19eJa1a1XOr3sNFpX6d11GEEziFc/DgEupwBw1oAoEneIZXeHMmzovz7nwsRgtOvnMMf+B8/gCiYZH5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pet508CCa1uIZM8cv8xqNGylB9w=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUQRcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72f9Wr9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG0QkEVQawrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFbqJZrGmIzxkHYtlVhQ7afz0DN0ZpUBCiNlnzRorv7eSLHQeioCO5mF1MteJv7ndRMTXvkpk3FiqCSLQ2HCkYlQ1gAaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxvZUsiV4y19eJa1a1XOr3sNFpX6d11GEEziFc/DgEupwBw1oAoEneIZXeHMmzovz7nwsRgtOvnMMf+B8/gCiYZH5</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pet508CCa1uIZM8cv8xqNGylB9w=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqswUQRcuCi50JRXsA9qhZNJMG5pkxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzPtLLT1QOBwzr3ckxPEnGnjut9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHrV0lChCmyTikeoEWFPOJG0aZjjtxIpiEXDaDsY3md+eUKVZJB/NNKa+wEPJQkawsZLfE9iMlEhv72f9Wr9ccavuHGiVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG0QkEVQawrHWXc+NjZ9iZRjhdFbqJZrGmIzxkHYtlVhQ7afz0DN0ZpUBCiNlnzRorv7eSLHQeioCO5mF1MteJv7ndRMTXvkpk3FiqCSLQ2HCkYlQ1gAaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxvZUsiV4y19eJa1a1XOr3sNFpX6d11GEEziFc/DgEupwBw1oAoEneIZXeHMmzovz7nwsRgtOvnMMf+B8/gCiYZH5</latexit>

GNM<latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1uUQuLnXmq2FrQq5fvsHBbzm7v8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoAsXBRe6USrYB7RDyaSZNjTJjEmmUIZ+hxsXirj1Y9z5N2baWWjrgcDhnHu5JyeIOdPGdb+dwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2jqKFGENkjEI9UOsKacSdowzHDajhXFIuC0FYyuM781pkqzSD6aSUx9gQeShYxgYyW/K7AZKpHe3E97d71yxa26M6Bl4uWkAjnqvfJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02mpm2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/OQk/RiVX6KIyUfdKgmfp7I8VC64kI7GQWUi96mfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMD4UJRyZCWQOozxQlhk8swUQxmxWRIVaYGNtTyZbgLX55mTTPqp5b9R7OK7WrvI4iHMExnIIHF1CDW6hDAwg8wTO8wpszdl6cd+djPlpw8p1D+APn8wfLTZIU</latexit>

. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gj7yv98SlyD93Ghofp+NnyXvd2c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIUA8eCl48VjBtoQ1ls920SzebsPsilNDf4MWDIl79Qd78N27bHLR1YGGYecO+N2EqhUHX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pG2STDPus0QmuhtSw6VQ3EeBkndTzWkcSt4JJ3dzv/PEtRGJesRpyoOYjpSIBKNoJb8/TNAMqjW37i5A1olXkBoUaA2qXzbHspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfLDsjF1YZkijR9ikkC/V3IqexMdM4tJMxxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLT+KMkkwIfPLyVBozlBOLaFMC7srYWOqKUPbT8WW4K2evE7aV3XPrXsP17XmbVFHGc7gHC7BgwY04R5a4AMDAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+djOVpyiswp/IHz+QPvmo68</latexit>G1<latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNShseMoKm2HdChKvcjMRmoBu5o=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9r1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvy2NaQ==</latexit>

G0
<latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit>

GM<latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vjTCpRgsPEJfhljVzwQb7AFhV5c=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYKGNENF8QHKEvc1csmRv79jdE8KRn2BjoYitv8jOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6QCK6N6347hZXVtfWN4mZpa3tnd6+8f9DUcaoYNlgsYtUOqEbBJTYMNwLbiUIaBQJbweh66reeUGkey0czTtCP6EDykDNqrPRw07vrlStu1Z2BLBMvJxXIUe+Vv7r9mKURSsME1brjuYnxM6oMZwInpW6qMaFsRAfYsVTSCLWfzU6dkBOr9EkYK1vSkJn6eyKjkdbjKLCdETVDvehNxf+8TmrCSz/jMkkNSjZfFKaCmJhM/yZ9rpAZMbaEMsXtrYQNqaLM2HRKNgRv8eVl0jyrem7Vuz+v1K7yOIpwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+mdjYU=</latexit>

G0
<latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vj48jMMQe2f55rU6zb6RZp+K9y4=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5EiIVFwELLiOYDkiPsbfaSJXt7x+6cEI78BBsLRWz9RXb+GzfJFZr4YODx3gwz84JECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z+e0nro2I1SNOEu5HdKhEKBhFKz3c9t1+ueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjX75qzeIWRpxhUxSY7qem6CfUY2CST4t9VLDE8rGdMi7lioaceNn81On5MwqAxLG2pZCMld/T2Q0MmYSBbYzojgyy95M/M/rphhe+ZlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7mwyE5gzlxBLKtLC3EjaimjK06ZRsCN7yy6ukdVH13Kp3f1mpX+dxFOEETuEcPKhBHe6gAU1gMIRneIU3RzovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvamNaA==</latexit>

GNcore<latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit>

⇥M
<latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit>

(a) Composition of GN blocks

GNenc<latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit>

GNdec<latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit>

GNcore<latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit>

⇥M
<latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit>

Gout<latexit sha1_base64="TKn8tu9S9/KYM9INqkcELhgYcuA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIunBRcKHLCvYBbQiT6aQdOo8wc1MooX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzYLrR4YOJxzL/fMiVPODPj+l1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP3MOjjlGZJrRNFFe6F2NDOZO0DQw47aWaYhFz2o0nt4XfnVJtmJKPMEtpKPBIsoQRDFaKXPcuygcCw1iLXGUwn0du3W/4C3h/SVCSOirRitzPwVCRTFAJhGNj+oGfQphjDYxwOq8NMkNTTCZ4RPuWSiyoCfNF8rl3ZpWhlyhtnwRvof7cyLEwZiZiO1mENKteIf7n9TNIrsOcyTQDKsnyUJJxD5RX1OANmaYE+MwSTDSzWT0yxhoTsGXVbAnB6pf/ks5FI/AbwcNlvXlT1lFFJ+gUnaMAXaEmukct1EYETdETekGvTu48O2/O+3K04pQ7x+gXnI9vWWaUGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TKn8tu9S9/KYM9INqkcELhgYcuA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIunBRcKHLCvYBbQiT6aQdOo8wc1MooX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzYLrR4YOJxzL/fMiVPODPj+l1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP3MOjjlGZJrRNFFe6F2NDOZO0DQw47aWaYhFz2o0nt4XfnVJtmJKPMEtpKPBIsoQRDFaKXPcuygcCw1iLXGUwn0du3W/4C3h/SVCSOirRitzPwVCRTFAJhGNj+oGfQphjDYxwOq8NMkNTTCZ4RPuWSiyoCfNF8rl3ZpWhlyhtnwRvof7cyLEwZiZiO1mENKteIf7n9TNIrsOcyTQDKsnyUJJxD5RX1OANmaYE+MwSTDSzWT0yxhoTsGXVbAnB6pf/ks5FI/AbwcNlvXlT1lFFJ+gUnaMAXaEmukct1EYETdETekGvTu48O2/O+3K04pQ7x+gXnI9vWWaUGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TKn8tu9S9/KYM9INqkcELhgYcuA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIunBRcKHLCvYBbQiT6aQdOo8wc1MooX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzYLrR4YOJxzL/fMiVPODPj+l1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP3MOjjlGZJrRNFFe6F2NDOZO0DQw47aWaYhFz2o0nt4XfnVJtmJKPMEtpKPBIsoQRDFaKXPcuygcCw1iLXGUwn0du3W/4C3h/SVCSOirRitzPwVCRTFAJhGNj+oGfQphjDYxwOq8NMkNTTCZ4RPuWSiyoCfNF8rl3ZpWhlyhtnwRvof7cyLEwZiZiO1mENKteIf7n9TNIrsOcyTQDKsnyUJJxD5RX1OANmaYE+MwSTDSzWT0yxhoTsGXVbAnB6pf/ks5FI/AbwcNlvXlT1lFFJ+gUnaMAXaEmukct1EYETdETekGvTu48O2/O+3K04pQ7x+gXnI9vWWaUGA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TKn8tu9S9/KYM9INqkcELhgYcuA=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIunBRcKHLCvYBbQiT6aQdOo8wc1MooX/ixoUibv0Td/6NkzYLrR4YOJxzL/fMiVPODPj+l1NZW9/Y3Kpu13Z29/YP3MOjjlGZJrRNFFe6F2NDOZO0DQw47aWaYhFz2o0nt4XfnVJtmJKPMEtpKPBIsoQRDFaKXPcuygcCw1iLXGUwn0du3W/4C3h/SVCSOirRitzPwVCRTFAJhGNj+oGfQphjDYxwOq8NMkNTTCZ4RPuWSiyoCfNF8rl3ZpWhlyhtnwRvof7cyLEwZiZiO1mENKteIf7n9TNIrsOcyTQDKsnyUJJxD5RX1OANmaYE+MwSTDSzWT0yxhoTsGXVbAnB6pf/ks5FI/AbwcNlvXlT1lFFJ+gUnaMAXaEmukct1EYETdETekGvTu48O2/O+3K04pQ7x+gXnI9vWWaUGA==</latexit>

Ginp
<latexit sha1_base64="mvYjY6mgtt6w2Efm7YMP3XaOQ7I=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQRcuCi50WcE+oB2GTJppQ5PMkGQKZeifuHGhiFv/xJ1/Y6adhVYPBA7n3EvOPVHKmTae9+VU1tY3Nreq27Wd3b39A/fwqKOTTBHaJglPVC/CmnImadsww2kvVRSLiNNuNLkt/O6UKs0S+WhmKQ0EHkkWM4KNlULXvQvzgcBmrETOZDqfh27da3gLoL/EL0kdSrRC93MwTEgmqDSEY637vpeaIMfKMMLpvDbINE0xmeAR7VsqsaA6yBfJ5+jMKkMUJ8o+adBC/bmRY6H1TER2sgipV71C/M/rZya+DoqLMkMlWX4UZxyZBBU1oCFTlBg+swQTxWxWRMZYYWJsWTVbgr968l/SuWj4XsN/uKw3b8o6qnACp3AOPlxBE+6hBW0gMIUneIFXJ3eenTfnfTlaccqdY/gF5+MbP22UBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mvYjY6mgtt6w2Efm7YMP3XaOQ7I=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQRcuCi50WcE+oB2GTJppQ5PMkGQKZeifuHGhiFv/xJ1/Y6adhVYPBA7n3EvOPVHKmTae9+VU1tY3Nreq27Wd3b39A/fwqKOTTBHaJglPVC/CmnImadsww2kvVRSLiNNuNLkt/O6UKs0S+WhmKQ0EHkkWM4KNlULXvQvzgcBmrETOZDqfh27da3gLoL/EL0kdSrRC93MwTEgmqDSEY637vpeaIMfKMMLpvDbINE0xmeAR7VsqsaA6yBfJ5+jMKkMUJ8o+adBC/bmRY6H1TER2sgipV71C/M/rZya+DoqLMkMlWX4UZxyZBBU1oCFTlBg+swQTxWxWRMZYYWJsWTVbgr968l/SuWj4XsN/uKw3b8o6qnACp3AOPlxBE+6hBW0gMIUneIFXJ3eenTfnfTlaccqdY/gF5+MbP22UBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mvYjY6mgtt6w2Efm7YMP3XaOQ7I=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQRcuCi50WcE+oB2GTJppQ5PMkGQKZeifuHGhiFv/xJ1/Y6adhVYPBA7n3EvOPVHKmTae9+VU1tY3Nreq27Wd3b39A/fwqKOTTBHaJglPVC/CmnImadsww2kvVRSLiNNuNLkt/O6UKs0S+WhmKQ0EHkkWM4KNlULXvQvzgcBmrETOZDqfh27da3gLoL/EL0kdSrRC93MwTEgmqDSEY637vpeaIMfKMMLpvDbINE0xmeAR7VsqsaA6yBfJ5+jMKkMUJ8o+adBC/bmRY6H1TER2sgipV71C/M/rZya+DoqLMkMlWX4UZxyZBBU1oCFTlBg+swQTxWxWRMZYYWJsWTVbgr968l/SuWj4XsN/uKw3b8o6qnACp3AOPlxBE+6hBW0gMIUneIFXJ3eenTfnfTlaccqdY/gF5+MbP22UBw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mvYjY6mgtt6w2Efm7YMP3XaOQ7I=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+Rl26CRbBVZkRQRcuCi50WcE+oB2GTJppQ5PMkGQKZeifuHGhiFv/xJ1/Y6adhVYPBA7n3EvOPVHKmTae9+VU1tY3Nreq27Wd3b39A/fwqKOTTBHaJglPVC/CmnImadsww2kvVRSLiNNuNLkt/O6UKs0S+WhmKQ0EHkkWM4KNlULXvQvzgcBmrETOZDqfh27da3gLoL/EL0kdSrRC93MwTEgmqDSEY637vpeaIMfKMMLpvDbINE0xmeAR7VsqsaA6yBfJ5+jMKkMUJ8o+adBC/bmRY6H1TER2sgipV71C/M/rZya+DoqLMkMlWX4UZxyZBBU1oCFTlBg+swQTxWxWRMZYYWJsWTVbgr968l/SuWj4XsN/uKw3b8o6qnACp3AOPlxBE+6hBW0gMIUneIFXJ3eenTfnfTlaccqdY/gF5+MbP22UBw==</latexit>

(b) Encode-
process-decode

GNenc<latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KZY5NxgXVEC/q8QikcRvAbEAxBs=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTKft0JlJmJkoJeZT3LhQxK1f4s6/cRKz0NYDA4dz7mXOPWHMqNKu+2UtLa+srq1XNqqbW9s7u3Ztr6OiRGLSxhGLZC9EijAqSFtTzUgvlgTxkJFuOL3M/e49kYpG4k7PYuJzNBZ0RDHSRgrs2oAjPZE8vbrJgpQInAV23W24BZxF4pWkDiVagf05GEY44URozJBSfc+NtZ8iqSlmJKsOEkVihKdoTPqGCsSJ8tMieuYcGWXojCJpntBOof7eSBFXasZDM5kHVfNeLv7n9RM9OvdTKuJE51cVH40S5ujIyXtwhlQSrNnMEIQlNVkdPEESYW3aqpoSvPmTF0nnpOG5De/2tN68KOuowAEcwjF4cAZNuIYWtAHDAzzBC7xaj9az9Wa9/4wuWeXOPvyB9fENyBqUTg==</latexit>

GNdec<latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="79QHnx4t/4kSfeuqQfRiz+zDMfI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6MJFwYWupIJ9QBvCZDJph85MwsxEKTGf4saFIm79Enf+jZM2C209MHA4517umRMkjCrtON9WZWV1bX2julnb2t7Z3bPr+10VpxKTDo5ZLPsBUoRRQTqaakb6iSSIB4z0gslV4fceiFQ0Fvd6mhCPo5GgEcVIG8m360OO9Fjy7Po297OQ4Ny3G07TmQEuE7ckDVCi7dtfwzDGKSdCY4aUGrhOor0MSU0xI3ltmCqSIDxBIzIwVCBOlJfNoufw2CghjGJpntBwpv7eyBBXasoDM1kEVYteIf7nDVIdXXgZFUmqicDzQ1HKoI5h0QMMqSRYs6khCEtqskI8RhJhbdqqmRLcxS8vk+5p03Wa7t1Zo3VZ1lEFh+AInAAXnIMWuAFt0AEYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuajFavcOQB/YH3+ALjdlEQ=</latexit>

GNcore<latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sfcetjjriA53KVhP8LRkSGs9KNA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBFclUQEXbgouNCVVLAPaEOYTCft0HmEmYlYQn7FjQtF3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzJ0oY1cbzvp2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3dv3z2odbRMFSZtLJlUvQhpwqggbUMNI71EEcQjRrrR5Lrwu49EaSrFg5kmJOBoJGhMMTJWCt3agCMzVjy7ucvDDEtF8tCtew1vBrhM/JLUQYlW6H4NhhKnnAiDGdK673uJCTKkDMWM5NVBqkmC8ASNSN9SgTjRQTbLnsMTqwxhLJV9wsCZ+nsjQ1zrKY/sZJFUL3qF+J/XT018GWRUJKkhAs8PxSmDRsKiCDikimDDppYgrKjNCvEYKYSNratqS/AXv7xMOmcN32v49+f15lVZRwUcgWNwCnxwAZrgFrRAG2DwBJ7BK3hzcufFeXc+5qMrTrlzCP7A+fwBopiUyw==</latexit>

⇥M
<latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xCEPSgjeJaAOppNxwTZXrwRukIg=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiYGMjRDAfkBxhb7OXLNnbu+zOCeHIn7CxUMTWv2Pnv3GTXKGJDwYe780wMy9IpDDout9OYW19Y3OruF3a2d3bPygfHjVNnGrGGyyWsW4H1HApFG+gQMnbieY0CiRvBaPbmd964tqIWD3iJOF+RAdKhIJRtFK7iyLihtz3yhW36s5BVomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNKIK2SSGtPx3AT9jGoUTPJpqZsanlA2ogPesVRRu8bP5vdOyZlV+iSMtS2FZK7+nshoZMwkCmxnRHFolr2Z+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YotFYSoJxmT2POkLzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxINWVoIyrZELzll1dJ86LquVXv4bJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjSAgYRneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K14OQzx/AHzucPqJqPrw==</latexit>
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(c) Recurrent GN archi-
tecture

Figure 22: (a) An example composing multiple GN blocks in sequence to form
a GN “core”. Here, the GN blocks can use shared weights, or they could be
independent. (b) The encode-process-decode architecture, which is a common
choice for composing GN blocks. Here, a GN encodes an input graph, which
is then processed by a GN core. The output of the core is decoded by a third
GN block into an output graph, whose nodes, edges, and/or global attributes
would be used for task-specific purposes. (c) The encode-process-decode archi-
tecture applied in a sequential setting in which the core is also unrolled over
time (potentially using a GRU or LSTM architecture), in addition to being re-
peated within each time step. Here, merged lines indicate concatenation, and
split lines indicate copying. Source [Bat+18]
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C Dataset Samples

Figure 23: Samples from dataset version 2 (desktop and mobile screenshots).
Ranks, from top to bottom: #11; #100; #1,000; #10,000; #50,000; #100,000.
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D Source Code

1 from collections import namedtuple

2 from typing import List, Type

3

4 Data = namedtuple(’ThreefoldData’, [’train’, ’valid’, ’test’])

5

6 def get_threefold(klass: Type, sample_paths: List[str], train_ratio:

float, valid_ratio: float, logrank_b: float) -> Data:

7 """

8 :param klass: Dataset class, e.g. DatasetV2

9 :param sample_paths: List of paths that point to the samples of the

dataset

10 :param train_ratio: Value in [0,1], ratio of training samples

11 :param valid_ratio: Value in [0,1], ratio of validation samples

12 :param logrank_b: Logrank base (makes the weighting steeper b -->

0, more linear b --> 10, or inverted b > 10)

13 :return: Three datasets (train, validation, test)

14 """

15

16 assert train_ratio + valid_ratio <= 1., "Train and validation ratio

must be less than or equal to 1."

17 assert len(sample_paths) > 0, "No dataset samples found."

18

19 sample_paths = sorted(sample_paths)

20

21 train_paths, valid_paths, test_paths = [], [], []

22

23 for path in sample_paths:

24 n_train, n_valid, n_test = len(train_paths), len(valid_paths),

len(test_paths)

25 n_total = n_train + n_valid + n_test

26

27 if n_total == 0 or n_train / n_total < train_ratio:

28 train_paths.append(path)

29 elif n_valid / n_total < valid_ratio:

30 valid_paths.append(path)

31 else:

32 test_paths.append(path)

33

34 return Data(

35 train=klass(train_paths, logrank_b),

36 valid=klass(valid_paths, logrank_b),

37 test=klass(test_paths, logrank_b))

Listing 3: Dynamic and deterministic dataset splitting
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E Activation Maps

Figure 24: Cherry-picked activation maps of the CNN for sample #4058. Top
to bottom: Input, Block1, Block2, Block3, and Block4.
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Figure 25: Cherry-picked activation maps of the CNN for sample #16364. Top
to bottom: Input, Block1, Block2, Block3, and Block4.
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